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APRIL 29-MAY 3, 1992
GARDENS OF BERMUDA
This once-in-a-lifetime program, offered in connection with the Bermuda National Trust, will feature numerous private historic homes and gardens, where our hosts will be inviting us for special luncheons and dinners. Included in the program will be Ramsbury, Mount Pleasant, Orange Valley, Aberfeldy, Orange Grove, and Greenfield, home of Lt. Col. Sir Jeffrey Astwood and Lady Astwood, whose garden contains specimens of almost every plant known to grow in Bermuda.

MAY 7-21, 1992
IRISH COUNTRYSIDE GARDENS AND THE ROYAL CHELSEA FLOWER SHOW
Join BBC celebrity David Wilson on an exploration of the finest public and private gardens in the Republic of Ireland including Glen Castle, Powerscourt Gardens, Lismore Castle Gardens, and a side trip to subtropical Inacullin Garinish Island. The program concludes in London for Members Day at the Royal Chelsea Flower Show.

JUNE 18-27, 1992
GARDENS OF THE COLORADO ROCKIES AND THE GRAND TETONS
The Denver Botanical Garden’s former director, Dr. William Gambill, and its senior horticultural advisor, Andrew Pierce, will lead a most unusual program that begins in Denver, Colorado, and concludes in Jackson, Wyoming. The itinerary includes private gardens, the Colorado Rockies National Park, Dinosaur National Park, the Grand Teton National Park, Yellowstone National Park, and a most exciting float trip on the Snake River.

JULY 12-21, 1992
SUMMER GARDENS ALONG THE OHIO
A steamboat voyage on board the magnificent Mississippi Queen along the Ohio River from Cincinnati to Pittsburgh. We are indebted to AHS members and friends who have opened their homes, gardens, and clubs to us. And what a splendid collage of gardens they are, ranging from the unique collections of trees and shrubs of Mr. and Mrs. Morse Johnson in Cincinnati to the artful use of native plants of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Motch in New Richmond to the English gardens of J. Judson Brooks in Seickley. Leading this program for AHS will be Mrs. Harry Van de Kamp of Paso Robles, California, a former AHS Board Member.

AUGUST 8-19, 1992
GARDENS OF FRANCE
A most unusual program created around the great private gardens of France located in the regions of Brittany and Normandy. Here you will find gardens ranging in style from Prince Wolkonisky’s Mediterranean terraces in Keraldo to Princess Sturzd’s wonderful use of ground covers at Le Vesterival. Each garden you will find different, yet throughout the incomparable French style has been used to provide an accommodating home for many rare species of trees, plants, and shrubs. Leading this program will be long time AHS Board Member Richard Angino.

Leonard Hatter Travel Company, 702 Boardman Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63110. (800) 942-6696, (314) 721-8200 (in Missouri)

Members and friends of AHS will take an unusual side trip to subtropical Inacullin Garinish Island during a May trip to Ireland and the Chelsea Flower Show.
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Peter Klein operated a small nursery in Tacoma, Washington, until his death in 1957. Talented at growing and crossing difficult plants, he was generous in teaching these skills to other gardeners. According to an article in the fiftieth anniversary issue of Primroses, the quarterly publication of the American Primrose Society, he was not especially happy with the seedlings that resulted from a packet of auricula seed he purchased from England around 1950, but crossed the best, a gray and a green, to produce this green-edged show auricula "Peter Klein". More favorite plants of the society are described in an article beginning on page 20.
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COMMENTARY

At a recent Board of Directors meeting, we reaffirmed the importance of the role that the AHS plays in educating new gardeners, whether they are preschoolers or retired seniors. We perform this function through such activities as publishing our magazine, sponsoring lecture series (such as the AmeriFlora '92 speaker program beginning in April in Columbus, Ohio), and answering telephone and written queries through our Gardeners' Information Service.

Last year we initiated a series of programs that will allow us to reach segments of the population that we haven't served in the past. Our Education Coordinator, Maureen Heffernan, is bringing children from urban communities around Washington, D.C., to River Farm to learn about plants and gardening. (You may have seen some of them on our Annual Appeal greeting card.) Also, she is planning a program through which grade school teachers, as well as students, will participate in our Intern Program. These progressive steps and fresh new approaches to opportunities have encouraged the Board to increase the Society's educational activities.

These new gardeners present the AHS with two primary challenges. First, they hold a secret for us. Why do they choose to garden? We are seeking ways to find out if there are any patterns to the many answers to this question. This information will enable both the education and horticulture communities to focus their resources more effectively on teaching and promoting gardening to the nongardener. Second, because environmental responsibility is a key part of the Society's mission, we have a special relationship with new gardeners, who will need to understand the ecological role gardening plays in their home area.

Our Program Director, Joe Keyser, will broaden our compost initiative in the next year, building a nationwide program to teach composting and solid waste recycling in a garden context to gardeners and horticulturists throughout America.

These are some of the ways your Society is responding to the increasing interest in plants and horticulture, the need for education among the public, and the protection of the environment against excessive human intervention.

Finally, we at the AHS hope to create relationships over the next several years with other countries in the Western hemisphere, in order both to learn what they are doing and to introduce some of our concepts to them. Developing countries in Latin America have rich experiences with plants over many generations, and challenging problems resulting from both climatic and economic circumstances.

I close this "Commentary" with a special note. After three years of loyal and dedicated service, our Executive Director, Frank Robinson, has left us to join the Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden, in Richmond, Virginia, as its executive director. His leadership brought to the Society a sense of order, balance, and respect for nature. He is a fine horticulturist and a savvy administrator. We wish him a fond farewell.

George C. Ball Jr., President, AHS
LETTERS

Fernwood Memories

I would like to compliment you on a very fine publication. I was especially interested in June Hicks’s article, “A Legacy of Ferns,” in the August edition as I was a student at Andrews University in Berrien Springs, Michigan, in the early 1960s. There was not a month that went by during my four years there that I did not drive the ten or so miles to see Kay and Walter Boydston. From the very first visit I was made to feel like family and we would spend hours sharing plant photographs, pulling weeds, making plans for new planting areas, and discussing where to place the more difficult ferns so they would do their very best. I always looked forward to the first visit to Fernwood after returning from a summer of hard work.

It was lovely people like Walter and Kay who contributed so much to my interest in plants that continues to this day. It is very comforting to know that Fernwood, which resulted from the Boydston’s countless hours of dedication to making it a special place for so many interesting plants, has not been allowed to disintegrate with their passing but has become a lasting memorial to a very lovely lady who loved plants, people, and the arts.

I certainly look forward to a trip to Michigan again and you can be sure Fernwood will be on my list of places to visit, although it will seem very strange very best. I always looked forward to the first visit to Fernwood after returning from a summer of hard work.

It was lovely people like Walter and Kay who contributed so much to my interest in plants that continues to this day. It is very comforting to know that Fernwood, which resulted from the Boydston’s countless hours of dedication to making it a special place for so many interesting plants, has not been allowed to disintegrate with their passing but has become a lasting memorial to a very lovely lady who loved plants, people, and the arts.

Fernwood will be on my list of places to visit, although it will seem very strange very best. I always looked forward to the first visit to Fernwood after returning from a summer of hard work.

Lincoln Knojelus
Langley, British Columbia

Brugmansia Fan

I certainly enjoyed Tovah Martin’s “A Little Night Music” (August). I bought a Brugmansia thinking it was Datura and planted it in my garden, where it has grown for eight years. It dies back to the ground each year, but the roots have survived temperatures of zero to 10 below several times. It is now six feet tall and blooming beautifully.

Larry Galley
Sparta, Georgia

Deviled by Angel’s-Trumpet

I was somewhat shocked to see the angel’s-trumpet (Brugmansia spp.) featured in an article on suggestions for plants to be planted near enough windows for the scent to waft through the house.

The author says the “essence has no obvious analogy.” I remembered its description in the AMA Handbook of Poisonous and Injurious Plants as “offensive.” Other authors on poisonous plants describe it as “repulsive” and “nauseating.” Mitchell and Rook in Botanical Dermatology cite Morton (1969, “Some Ornamental Plants Excreting Respiratory Irritants”) as saying “systemic symptoms can occur from proximity to the plant.” All authors of the poisonous plants references I have at hand caution against handling any part of the plant due to the potent toxic alkaloids abundant in this genus.

As for Cestrum nocturnum, Morton (“Ornamental Plants with Poisonous Properties II”) states that “respiratory symptoms can occur from proximity to the plant.” Perhaps the author was correct in her statement that the nocturnal flowers are “sufficiently potent to take any mortal’s breath away.”

From close experience with the angel’s-trumpet, I can vouch for its ability to cause headache, nausea, and dizziness. I take it to poisonous plants lectures I give in the community and have recently had to start stashing it in the trunk as even a twenty-minute ride with this plant in the car makes me very ill. I have since found that this is a common reaction. Some people have even thought they had a long-term flu or chronic fatigue syndrome until the offending plant was removed from their yard near a window.

If I had ever wondered if this was psychosomatic, I had a chance to prove this wrong two years ago when taking a final exam in a botany class where assorted fresh plant specimens were placed around the classroom. Since I was taking the lengthy written portion first, I did not even look at the lab samples. Soon I was over-
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come with nausea, headache, and an unexplained rapid pulse. As I turned to leave the room, I noted that the angel's-trumpet plant had been placed directly behind my seat on the lab table.

While this was perhaps one of the most beautifully written articles I have ever seen, I would hope that you print a warning to your readers that planting these beautiful plants too near a window could make some people in the household seriously ill.

Shirley B. Gerum
Haleiwa, Hawaii

Tovah Martin responds:
I am very grateful to Ms. Gerum for bringing the issue of plant allergies to the attention of American Horticulturist's readers. And, from her description of symptoms, it does seem that Ms. Gerum must certainly be suffering from an extreme allergic reaction to Brugmansia.

Although allergies to certain plants (such as poison ivy, etc.) are common, virtually anyone can have an allergic reaction to any plant. It is just one of the dangers inherent in being a gardener. According to the experts that I consulted, an allergy to Brugmansia or Datura is by no means common.

It is little wonder that Ms. Gerum finds the scent of Brugmansia's blossoms to be distasteful considering the severity of her allergic reaction. But apparently I am not alone in finding the fragrance pleasant. Stephen Lacey described Brugmansia as "powerfully and sweetly scented" in Scent in Your Garden and Rosemary Verey remarked that "the scent is intoxicating—reminiscent of narcissus and lilies" in The Scented Garden. In fact, when Kenneth Lampe called the scent offensive in the AMA Handbook of Poisonous and Injurious Plants, he was referring to the foliage aroma, not the floral scent.

In our greenhouse we have a huge tree of Brugmansia that produces dozens of blossoms with great regularity. Hundreds, probably thousands, of customers have witnessed the show, and to our knowledge, no one has suffered unpleasant aftereffects. Brugmansia has been used as a house plant since the nineteenth century.

I spoke to Melvin Shemluck, a specialist in the nightshade family. Dr. Shemluck had heard of a legend cautioning against sleeping under a Brugmansia in full bloom. But he knew of no actual instance of harm from mere proximity to the plant. Ms. Gerum quotes Julia Morton, the ethnobotanical compiler of folk plant usage. Morton wrote in Atlas of Medicinal Plants of Middle America concerning B. × candida that "flowers are placed beneath one's pillow at night to induce sound sleep." Morton does not discuss allergies. Nevertheless, Ms. Gerum's allergic reaction is very likely to Brugmansia, which is little wonder. Aromas often bring up memories, and if an allergic person is exposed to a particular aroma, he might recall the memories associated with it. It is not the smell itself that causes the reaction, but the fact that it brings up unpleasant visions from the past.

I would hope that you print a warning to your readers that planting these beautiful plants too near a window could make some people in the household seriously ill.

Tovah Martin

Extension: Not All Is Bleak

Art Ode ("Whatever Happened to the County Agent," October) has written a wonderful tribute to Cooperative Extension's commitment to "bringing the university to the people." With its emphasis on county-level educational programs linked to university expertise and research, our Extension system has been a uniquely American invention. It has been effective...
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and strong because it has stayed close to the people, listened to their needs and responded to them. But now, as Mr. Ode points out, that grass roots legacy is in jeopardy in some parts of the country.

It is appropriate to be concerned about the fiscal stresses that have forced some states to consolidate county offices into regional extension centers. In many places these fiscal problems and resulting budget cuts are not directed at Extension alone, but are the result of state budget deficits that have affected support for higher education across the board. However, the picture for Extension education is not entirely a bleak one.

In Wisconsin, the University of Wisconsin-Extension and Cooperative Extension programs remain strong, diversified, innovative, and forward looking. We have strong relationships with our county partners, the Extension Education Committees of seventy-two county boards. Based on advice from 1849 citizens serving on Strategic Planning Advisory Committees, we have shifted some of our priorities to emphasize education on three major issues facing our society: youth and families at risk, the quality of water, and management of wastes. But we are still strongly committed to our traditional high-priority programs. Our county structure is intact. The budget for the federal partner, Extension Service/USDA, has increased by 4 percent in each of the last two years, and funding for national initiatives such as youth-at-risk, food safety, and water quality has increased by 81/2 percent in fiscal year 1992. The state of Wisconsin's commitment to higher education has resulted in stable funding for Extension. In addition, UW-Extension plays critical educational roles in new state projects—in recycling, hazardous waste management, agricultural technology assessment, sustainable agriculture, and nutrient and pest management—that have resulted in increased state support.

Our vision for Cooperative Extension in Wisconsin is to be true to a commitment to excellence in our programs. This excellence is possible only if we are actively responsive to people's needs; if we continue to change with the times; if we employ the best educators; and if we use and adapt the best new communication technology for reaching people with educational programs. But the key to excellence—and to retaining the support of the people we serve—continues to be our "front line," the county Extension office and our county agents.

Nyssa sylvatica.

Not surprisingly, we heard from a number of readers on this. Experts identified the leaves as those of Nyssa sylvatica, commonly called sour gum or black gum.

Correction

In our October article on Louisa Yeomans King, two dates were incorrect. The Garden Club of Michigan was founded in 1911, and Mrs. King was asked to be garden advisor to Montgomery Ward in 1936.

American Horticulturist welcomes letters concerning the magazine or activities of the American Horticultural Society. Letters may be edited for accuracy, clarity, and length. In writing to us, please include a daytime phone number.
Land, It's the Only Thing Worth Dying For

By Katherine Grace Endicott

Breathe there a soul, either South or North, who does not love Gone With the Wind? Like everyone else, I'm fascinated by both the book and the movie version. So I confess to more than a little curiosity when I learned that Margaret Mitchell's heirs gave permission for a sequel to a Southern historical novelist named Alexandra Ripley. I suppose most people wondered whether Scarlett would lure Rhett back, but the way I figured it, there wouldn't be much of a plot if she didn't get him back at least temporarily. So I worried about other details—like what Ms. Ripley would do with the landscape at Tara.

If you'll recall the Mitchell book, Gerald O'Hara won a burnt-down plantation in a card game. It was in a wilderness area in the middle of Georgia that had been ceded by the Cherokees only twelve years earlier. The Irish immigrant establishes a successful cotton plantation complete with a whitewashed brick house and calls his plantation Tara.

When Gerald O'Hara brings his young bride, Ellen, to Tara from the more sophisticated Savannah she finds the rolling red hills and gaunt pines wild and untamed after the long flat vistas of sandy land studded with palmetto and palm. She makes Tara more gracious by planting wisteria to tumble over the veranda and by growing pink crape myrtle bushes by the front door. She also adds white-blossomed magnolias, cape jessamine, and beds of zinnias. As a final touch she stations a succession of young boys by the front steps to shoer her husband's beloved turkeys and geese to the back yard.

To my mind Tara is basically a country house. The ornamental garden, while charming, is definitely secondary to the vegetable garden and the fruit orchard that sustain a sizeable household. The author indicates that Tara is part of the young and lusty rural South. Cotton was its heartbeat. Its wealth, newly won, came from the curving furrows and acres of fleecy white.

Now consider how Hollywood recreated Tara on screen. David Selznick bought the movie rights to Gone With the Wind in 1936. By that time it was already one of America's best-loved novels; over the years it has sold more than 25 million copies. Selznick decided to make Tara the central figure in the movie. Several times he

---
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repeats his theme that land is the only thing that matters; it is the only thing worth working and dying for; it is the only thing that lasts. At the end of the film, Scarlett loses Rhett, but she will return to Tara.

Mitchell also has Scarlett thinking of Tara at the novel's end. She remembers its cape jessamine and dark cedars, but the emphasis is on her strength: "The spirit of her people who would not know defeat." Selznick began filming without a script. He did, however, have Tara.

The story of how Tara's landscape was created for film is related in Landscaping the American Dream by James J. Yoch (Abrams/Saga Press, 1989). The book is about the gardens and film sets of Florence Yoch, a landscape architect who worked from about 1915 to 1965 on various landscapes from Pasadena to Carmel. In 1934, Yoch designed the landscape of Selznick's Beverly Hills home—a gracious suburban design more comfortable than grand.

Selznick gave Yoch a sizeable budget for Tara and much smaller sums for landscaping Twelve Oaks and Rhett's Atlantissa house. Yoch traveled to Georgia where she studied plants at a plantation like Tara. The trick, as she saw it, was to make California trees, shrubs, and vines look like they came from Georgia. Toward that end, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's property department fabricated hundreds of dogwood blossoms that were later tied to greenery. That same department made venerable oaks out of telephone poles, chicken wire, and plaster. Particular attention was paid to the positioning of oak leaves so they could cast the appropriate shadows on the set.

The film had several directors. One of them, George Cukor, asked Yoch what plants would show that Scarlett's mother, Ellen, had come from a cultured family on the coast. She replied: 'Marechal Niel' roses and cape jessamine. Now considering that 'Marechal Niel' is a rather floppy yellow rose that was introduced in England at the close of the Civil War—about the time 'Manchel Niel' was so smelly and messy, while in the country it was a farmer's perfume." The writer obviously has a feel for the earth. But alas, the revised Scarlett, barely twenty-seven pages into the novel, thinks, "Tara's not home for me any more, no matter how much I love it. It's time for me to go."

You can guess where she will go: after Rhett. That's about it for Tara except for the longing, which persists as a subplot.

Those interested in the landscape of Tara will have to wait until the mini-series version of Scarlett. Better still, I read recently that Betty Talmadge, ex-wife of former senator Herman E. Talmadge, bought the plywood facade of Tara that was built on MGM's back lot. There is talk of using it in a 600-acre "Gone With the Wind" theme park twenty miles south of Atlanta. One way or another we're bound to get another glimpse of Tara. Frankly, I still give a damn.

Katherine Grace Endicott is a garden columnist for the San Francisco Chronicle.
preformed, concrete, clay, and brick ponds, and combinations of these. The advantages and disadvantages of each are covered as are options of constructing streams, fountains, and waterfalls. These are accompanied by many colored figures and photographs to illustrate details and give examples of the final results.

This book originated in England, which is made obvious by the British spellings (tonne, tyre, odour, colour, centre, etc.). Consequently there is a bias toward the plants, fish, and pond equipment that are found there. Fortunately, the author has consulted experts in America to include pertinent items available and applicable to U.S. and Canadian gardeners. He helpfully translates most metric units into our cumbersome inches, feet, and gallons, but does leave the reader up in the air on some of the more obscure conversions.

Under the chapter on water quality the author describes methods by which the pond water can be kept clear naturally by proper pond design and plantings. Alternatively, he also describes the design and use of water filters necessary where the water is excessively rich in nutrients (a situation becoming increasingly common in the United States) or where the pondkeeper introduces more fish than the pond can naturally sustain. The book also contains a good section on water chemistry, easily understood by the initiated.

The chapter on water garden plants is extensive, with many colored illustrations, but again with emphasis on hardy plants grown in England. The advantage for American readers is an introduction to many fine aquatic plants not yet readily available on this side of the ocean. With the ongoing cooperative efforts of the commercial members of the International Water Lily Society, this disparity may soon be rectified.

I have very few criticisms of this book, but by searching diligently one can always find a few items to carp about. Aside from a few minor editorial oversights (some page references misplaced, the method of testing for nitrite not covered, gallons sometimes not clearly defined as U.S. or British measure), the size of planting containers could be more clearly discussed. The author states that for large plants the largest containers possible should be used but he illustrates the use of an eight-inch basket for large water lilies. Since some of these plants have a normal leaf spread of thirty square feet, a planting container in excess of two feet in diameter is none too large. (Water gardening books printed at the turn of the century for estate gardens recommend containers four feet on a side; water lilies haven’t changed, but garden practices have.)

Aside from these small caveats, I highly recommend this book for anyone contemplating building a garden pond.

—Walter Pagels

Walter Pagels is the founding president of the International Water Lily Society.
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Proven Performers

Each year American Horticulturist selects several plant societies to choose and describe their all-time favorite varieties. At a time of the year when gardeners are barraged with page upon page of fancy fledglings, we think it important to highlight not the novel, but the noteworthy.

This year, the Cactus and Succulent Society of America tells us that — besides spiny warriors — cacti can be blooming fools, rat-tails, orchids, and old men. The American Primrose Society leads us away from the well-trodden primrose path, to primulas suitable for almost every climate, from Canada to Florida. And the American Holly Society takes us beyond the English and the Japanese to a new world of native and exotic hollies that are as beautiful as they are durable.
You can have almost any shape or flower color imaginable; some even withstand subzero temperatures.

STORY BY PEG SPAETE

FROM SOUTH AMERICA TO Canada, cacti grow in hot deserts, coastal plains, agate beds, salt flats, and high mountain ranges. To adapt to their various habitats, many of which are very harsh, these succulent plants of the Cactaceae have developed mechanisms to store water and nutrients—sometimes for months at a time—in their stems or tuberous roots. There are over 150 genera and several thousand species, forms, and varieties of cacti.

The spines of cacti, which appear in several different colors—white, gold, rust, black, gray—serve to reflect intense sunlight and discourage animals from eating them. Spines vary in shape, and can be appressed (pressed flat against the cactus), curved, straight, hooked, short, long, in combinations of these, or nonexistent. Dense hair like that on Cephalocereus senilis or the wool on Parodia schweinbiana or the powdery cover on Stenocereus beneckei also help to protect the plant body. All of these variations provide the cactus collector with many attractive designs to study and enjoy.

Flowers appear in various shades of red, yellow, orange, white, magenta, and green, but no blue. Sizes and shapes of the flowers vary according to species. Many Mammillaria species have flowers one-half inch wide; Echinocactus hybrids can have flowers eight to nine inches across. Blooming periods are at different times as well. For instance, some Parodia and Notocactus species will begin blooming in February and March; most other cacti bloom in the spring and summer. However, Neoporteria species are fall bloomers, and the Seklinbergera bloom in late fall and early winter. Most are day bloomers, although a few genera such as Selenicereus are night bloomers. Some flowers, like those of the genus Astrophytum, develop at the crown of the plant; others, like the small-flowering Mammillaria species, form a halo around the body; and others develop laterally, as on Georoacactus species. There are even some with scented flowers, such as Mammillaria surculosa (lemon); Echinopsis leucantha (violet), and Discocactus alteolens (pineapple).

The difference between cacti and other succulents is that cacti stems have areoles, which are like small bristle pads from which spines emerge. Many other succulents, such as Euphorbia and Pachypodium species, have armature or spine-like emergences that protrude from the epidermis, but since there are no areoles, they are not cacti. There are many more succulents than cacti.

The following plants combine ease of culture, willingness to flower, a variety of flower colors and sizes, wide availability, and beauty.

Gymnocalycium species are prolific bloomers. Most of them produce flowers in shades of white, but there are some with shades of pink, red, peach, and yellow. Gymnocalycium species are prolific bloomers. Most of them produce flowers in shades of white, but there are some with shades of pink, red, peach, and yellow. G. friedrichii has long-tubed, pretty pink flowers that enhance the red- and green-dappled body that is responsible for its common name, the plaid cactus. It has another common name, chin cactus, because of its rounded tubercles (conical protuberances) that look like numerous chins. Like most Gymnocalycium species, it performs very well in indirect sunlight. Most forms offset within three to four years, so starting more plants is easy. Raising them from seed presents no problems either.

The genus Notocactus provides many fine blooming species with handsomely spined, spherical bodies. Most of the flowers are a satiny yellow in various sizes; however, there are a few peach-colored species and a purple one (N. uebelmannianus). The regions in Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay where Notocactus species are found have more rainfall than most cactus habitats, so they can use more water than recommended for container-grown cacti, and will do with a shorter rest period in winter. Two months is fine.

N. magnificus has two forms. The white-
GIVE CACTI GOOD LIGHT, WINTER REST, EVENING-TIME ATTENTION

Most cacti will grow and bloom well if you remember that they are living things out of their habitat and need a good diet and sufficient rest. Generally speaking, they will grow and bloom in the spring and summer, some into fall; then rest during the coldest months. By resting (being dormant), they will have the strength to add new growth and bloom well when the warmer weather begins.

To rest, cacti should have a location with good light, good air circulation, cooler temperatures (40 to 50 degrees), and dry soil. If they are too warm, they will continue to grow and this lack of rest will be evident in poor growth and little bloom.

After cacti have rested for two to three months, begin watering the plants on the soil surface, not overhead or from the bottom. For most cacti, begin a feeding program in April; feed every other time you water. Since the cacti are dry when you water and fertilize, feed only one-quarter to one-half strength with either a balanced fertilizer (20-20-20) or with a 15-30-15.

It is important not to feed for two to three weeks after a plant has bloomed. The plant needs this rest since it is exhausted from producing flowers. Trace elements are important for cacti, so either add them to the fertilizer or purchase one with trace elements such as boron, magnesium, and calcium. Blotchy scars on the plant may indicate a lack of trace elements.

The stomata of cacti open in the evening. This is another mechanism that helps cacti and succulents survive in their native habitats. For this reason, the plants are better able to absorb water, fertilizer, and pesticides that are applied in the late afternoon or evening. This makes them perfect plants for people who are gone from home during the day.

The type and color of their planting containers also affect how often cacti should be watered. Plastic pots will obviously hold moisture longer than clay pots. Dark pots will absorb heat, so when the sun shines directly on them and the soil is wet, the root system can be injured. This is an important concern when growing plants on the windowsill—light-colored containers should be used.

Most cacti have shallow root systems to absorb the mist and moisture that appear near the surface of the soil. A deep pot is not necessary for cacti with fibrous roots. A few genera, such as Selenicereus and Turbinicarpus, have a thick, long root system and consequently require deeper containers and less frequent watering.

When sowing cactus seeds, spread them evenly over a moist, sterilized soil mixture, then press them gently into the soil, but don’t bury them. The seeds need light to germinate. Cover the container with a clear plastic wrap and place it in a well-lighted, warm area (about 72 degrees). When watering, water from the bottom to avoid disturbing the seed. Once the seedlings are established and the plastic is removed, watering can be done on the surface.

When taking cuttings or offsets from cacti, allow the ends to callus over before placing them in a soil mixture to take root. Callusing prevents rot. Remove offsets and cuttings during the growing period of the plant. Cut the offset with a sharp knife dipped in alcohol; twisting it off may pull out the core of the plant.

Cacti need a porous soil mixture that drains well. If the soil remains wet for a week after watering, then add some pumice or small smooth gravel or charcoal to aerate the soil mixture. Most potting soils break down within a year, so if plants are not repotted every year, the old mixture will no longer hold moisture and nutrients will be depleted. If plants are not repotted annually, it is especially important to have a regular watering and feeding program.

Many growers use a top dressing of #2 aquarium-sized gravel for a number of reasons. The most important is to keep the moisture away from the base of the plant to avoid rot. When potting up the plant, cover the root system completely with the soil, then add the top dressing up to the base of the plant. When you water, the water will quickly drain through the gravel and into the soil where the roots can absorb it. The top dressing also helps to support the plant.

When growing a grafted plant, place it in an area with good air circulation without direct sunlight and away from accidental misting or watering. Water and feed it according to the needs of the stock, not the scion.

—Peg Spaete
black-spined *N. napina*, are nearly bare. The dominant flower colors are magenta or soft creamy peach. *N. rapifera* has a purple body with black spines accenting the white woolly crown from which numerous magenta flowers emerge in the fall. This genus is easy to grow from seed or offsets.

The *Parodia* genus is one of the most diverse. Species come in a variety of flower colors, including shades of pink, red, orange, yellow, white, and combinations. Spines are colored rust, black, yellow, or white and can be straight, curved, hooked, appressed, or combined. The number of spines can be few or so many that the body is completely hidden, as with *P. catamaricensis*. The presence of wool on these species (for example, *P. schweinfurthiana* and *P. tafiensis*) is another spectacular characteristic. Some species, like *P. laui*, have ribs that spiral up the elongated globular body.

Most *Parodia* species are excellent bloomers, with flowers rising from the crown and lasting for days. Beginning as early as February, *P. mairanana* displays orange flowers unfolding from the brown woolly buds. These, added to its dark green body and white woolly areoles, give it a warm and earthy appearance. Most species cluster, providing offsets for starting new plants. They are also easy to raise from seed, but a little slow growing the first year.

The genus *Rebutia* boasts a variety of flower colors and colorful spines as well. *R. narvaezense* is a soft, white-spined species that produces a bouquet of long-lasting light pink flowers. Flower colors on other species include yellow, gold, magenta, white, and combinations; many flower in their second or third year. They are clustering plants and several species produce flowers that are self-fertile. *Rebutia* species also have soft skin, so it is important to provide good air circulation and to avoid long dry spells, a condition that invites mites. A light misting will help to discourage that pest.

*Oreocereus hendriksenianus* is a three-foot-tall columnar plant, draped with long, soft, white hairs. It sends out offsets from its base, which serve to frame the majestic sculpture. Red tubular flowers appear on the sides and amber-colored, straight, central spines emerge through the white hairs. The spines of *O. hendriksenianus* var. *densilatius* are shorter and less conspicuous. Columnar cacti do not flower as early as the globular types.

Another beautiful columnar cactus is the old man cactus (*Cephalocereus senilis*) with long, coarse, grayish white hair. The whitish wool-covered area (called the cephalium) is where the three-inch, yellow-white, night-blooming flowers develop. This species will reach a height of fifty feet in its natural habitat in Mexico. Most columnar cacti are easy to grow from seed.

A great basket specimen for a sunny location is the *Aporocactus flagelliformis*. The long, pendant stems, which can reach six feet in length, are covered with short yellow spines. These “tails”—which give the plant its common name of rat-tail cactus—grow quickly and root easily. The red trumpet flowers open in early summer. The intergeneric crosses between *Aporocactus* and *Epiphyllum*, which are called *Aporophyllum* hybrids, provide a wider variety of flower colors. Use a light mix for

**GRAFTING CACTI**

Grafting is used to save a cactus that has become too weak to grow on its own roots, to host crests and other fasciated forms or plants without chlorophyll, to promote faster growth from seed to flowering stage, and to ensure the life of very rare, prone-to-rot cacti.

The flat graft is probably the most frequently used method for grafting cacti. Prepare the well-rooted stock by slicing off the top, leaving two to four inches of the stock (more if grafting a larger crest). Bevel the sides, since the center will retract as it dies. Prepare the scion by slicing off the bottom and beveling it. Carefully match the vascular rings in the center of the plants, or overlap the rings so there are at least two points of contact. Use a clean, sterile knife.

To hold the scion onto the stock, take a #12-gauge solid coated wire and cut it to reach from the pot base to the top of the plant plus a couple of extra inches to form a horizontal halo. Insert the straight end into the soil and allow the halo end to rest on top of the scion. Drape a piece of yarn with a small weight on each end over the wire halo to ensure light pressure to hold the two plants together. After three to four days, check to see if the union was successful. If not, repeat the procedure.

Parodia mairanana.

Aporocactus flagelliformis.

Turbinicarpus valdezianus.
porting up these plants and during the growing season water them before they dry out completely.

_Epiphyllum_ hybrids are larger hanging plants that provide an array of magnificent blooms in the spring. There are also a few that bloom in the fall, such as the orange-flowering _E. 'George's Favorite'_ and the yellow and white _E. 'Vista Star'. These flat-stemmed, tropical cacti, commonly referred to as orchid cacti, produce enormous saucer- or trumpet-shaped flowers. Many of the newer hybrids have smaller but more prolific blooms. One of the miniatures is _E. 'Blushing Belle',_ which has light lavender, bell-shaped flowers. _Epiphyllums_ need to be trimmed every year or so, thereby producing new stems and more flowers. They also need a little chill in the fall and enough water in the winter to keep the soil moist so the roots do not deteriorate. The soil should be porous since these

are epiphytic in nature, not terrestrial.

The genus _Echinocereus_ has many colorfully spined plants with deep yellow, lavender, or white flowers. Even without the oversized, lavender flowers with green stigmas, _Echinocereus pectinatus var. rubenspinus_ would be worth growing for the burgundy spines that hug the plant's cylindrical body. Some of the species are hardly, growing in regions that reach subzero temperatures. _E. ravenbackii_ var. baileyi and _E. virensiflorus_ do well in outside rock gardens. They are known to be hardy into Zone 4. Plants of this genus grow easily from seed, and since they offset, can also be vegetatively propagated.

The genus _Turbinicarpus_ includes a large selection of small, slow-growing, large-flowering species. Some, like _T. pseudocactus_, have truncated or anvil-shaped tubercles, with white appressed spines on the tips. Some have curved spines (_T. schmiedeckeanus_), twisted spines (_T. pseudomacrochele_), or straight spines (_T. lepophloebiaes_) that emerge from the flattened, puffy tubercles. Spines vary from white to yellow to black. The flowers are large, long-petaled saucers in white, white with pink stripes, or pearly pink. _T. valdazianus_ has truncated tubercles with small white spines on their tips. The large flowers are a lovely lavender or white. This genus has thick roots for storing moisture, unlike the fibrous root system of most cacti, so they should be watered less frequently.

Another thick-rooted genus, _Salicorebutia_, has many splendid flowering species. The spherical bodies are quick to offset; during the blooming period they look like a bouquet because the flowers of all the plants are so numerous and long lasting. One of the most distinctive species, _S. arenacea_, has bone-colored, short, appressed spines rising from woolly areoles that spiral around a mocha green body. Golden yellow flowers have brush strokes of yellow-orange at the tips. Since the plants of this genus are mountain growers in Bolivia, they enjoy fresh air, cooler temperatures, and plenty of light. They tend to suffer when it is very hot, so good air circulation and shade are essential. After they bloom in July, watering should be reduced until cooler temperatures arrive in the fall, which is when they resume growing.

Peg Spaeze is a board member of the Cactus and Succulent Society of America.
Hex aquifolium is among the fastest regenerating, easy-to-prune hollies. They stand up well against the winter salt treatment of snowy roadways and against the baking summer sun of shopping centers and similar concrete islands. They take pruning with aplomb, so that they are excellent subjects for hedges, screens, and foundation plantings, as well as topiaries.

At midcentury, the U.S. National Arboretum held that there were approximately 500 species of Ilex worldwide. Succeeding plant tours to the orient have indicated that there may be several hundred more scattered throughout far eastern Asia, Malaysia, and the South Pacific. In the United States, there are nine known evergreen species and ten to twelve deciduous species, the latter depending upon a couple of subgroups to which some plant researchers give full species status. Though Ilex species tend to be concentrated toward the milder southern portion of the United States, the hardy and prolific American holly (I. opaca) grows as far north as USDA Zone 4b.

Among the first oriental hollies catching the interest of American home landscapers was the Japanese holly, I. crenata, with its compact, low-growing habit and flattish dome. But its fruit was black and uninteresting. There are now many cultivars hardy to Zone 5b, which, while their berries are still black, are unobtrusive. Good cultivars are ‘Dwarf Cone’ and ‘Hoogenborn’, dwarfs that will remain under three feet; ‘Helleri’ and ‘Hetzii’, which reach six feet; the taller ‘Glass’ and ‘Sentinell’, up to fifteen to twenty feet; and ‘Highlander’, which can reach well over twenty feet at full maturity in twenty-five years. In the more immense of these, the flat-headed dome shape can become unattractive in old age, but they can easily be trimmed back for many years to forestall this.

Chinese species—primarily I. cornuta—with their bright red fruit took us another step forward. From this group have been selected the Burford type of I. cornuta. Visitors to Callaway Gardens in Pine Mountain, Georgia, marvel over the roadside hedge of thirty-foot-tall I. cornuta ‘Burfordii’, which in late fall and early winter is ablaze with red berries. These are not vest-pocket candidates to be sure, but man and nature have also yielded I. cornuta ‘Dwarf Burfordii’. This dwarf, unlike other plants to which that word is applied, makes a beautiful plant at any stage of its growth, from twelve inches to ten feet, the height it will attain at fifteen years if left
GOOD DRAINAGE PARAMOUNT FOR HOLLIES

Most hollies prefer fairly light soil and good drainage. A planting hole dug in heavy clay is likely to form a catch basin unless gravel-filled drainage lines are dug or drain tile installed at a lower level, or unless sufficient clay can be carted away to bring in an overlay of lighter soil at least eight to ten inches deep. In display areas not immediately adjacent to a dwelling, a simple solution has been to bring in light soil and plant the holly on top of the clay, making sure that the planting mound is sufficiently broad and not too sharply sloped. These flattened mounds, when covered with heavy mulch, meld into the background of the larger planting area. They would not do well close to a house, not only because of the drainage difficulties but for aesthetic reasons: the confines of the building do not allow the mulch hump to be balanced out by distance and hence it is obvious and unsightly.

Under all conditions, thorough mulching—with material such as forest debris, coarse or ground bark, peat moss, dead grass, spoiled hay, or compost—will be beneficial. Avoid a thick layer of fresh grass clippings, which will rot and form a heavy mass impervious to good drainage, and reduce air circulation in the upper layer of soil. A three-to-four-inch layer of any of these other mulches will also enhance the holly’s color, and partially compensate for irregular watering or fertilizing. Stirring the mulch once or twice in the growing season will redistribute fertilizer scattered on top in early spring.

Hollies should be fertilized in February or March in Zone 7 and south, and about one month later in the North. Use one pound of 10-10-10 commercial fertilizer (with the six or seven trace elements) for each inch of the trunk’s diameter, up to four inches. For spreading shrub types, a plant two and a half to three feet in diameter will need one pound. Ideally, some of the nitrogen should be an organic or slow-release type, such as urea-formaldehyde or composted manure. In very sandy soil, with attendant loss through leaching, a second light fertilization in late spring one month later in the North. Use one pound of commercial fertilizer (with such as forest debris, coarse or ground bark, peat moss, dead grass, spoiled hay, or compost—will be beneficial. Avoid a thick layer of fresh grass clippings, which will rot and form a heavy mass impervious to good drainage, and reduce air circulation in the upper layer of soil. A three-to-four-inch layer of any of these other mulches will also enhance the holly’s color, and partially compensate for irregular watering or fertilizing. Stirring the mulch once or twice in the growing season will redistribute fertilizer scattered on top in early spring.

Pruning is opportuntly done during the dormant season, which is also the holiday season when you can use the beautiful greens and berries. Those forced to prune severely after storm damage or for drastic correction of shape will see the quick healing power of *Ilex*. The tree forms of American and English hollies are especially regenerative. Many of these, if sawed off six inches above ground level, will send up vigorous new shoots, one or more of which can be selected as the basis of the new shrub or tree. Since holly leaves grow spirally around the branches, pruning for directional growth can quickly fill in a vacant portion of a formal specimen. Select a cut-off point just beyond the leaf stem and pointing in the desired direction. Those with the skill and time for topiary will be amply rewarded by choosing holly for their subject.

—Fred Ebersole
Ilex × meserveae ‘Blue Girl’.

Ilex ‘Autumn Glow’.

Ilex ‘China Girl’.

or as border accents in the rear. ‘Jersey Princess’ remains a beautiful front yard specimen for twelve or fifteen years before it begins to appear out of proportion. Then it can be relocated. All I. opaca cultivars are hardy to Zone 5.

In the American section of the Sandhills Community College collection are several specimens of the unusual, spreading I. opaca ‘Maryland Dwarf’. At twenty-five years of age, the three dwarfs, planted in a group, provide a giant Ilex ground cover, flowing over an area some thirty feet in diameter and rising in three mounds some four to four and a half feet high. They produce a modest amount of red fruit. The northern and southern limits of ‘Maryland Dwarf’ are still being determined.

An I. opaca with exceptional promise is ‘Clarendon Spreading’, developed and named by the late Francis Howe near Pinehurst, North Carolina. It is an ideal hedge plant because it grows slowly and densely, remaining full foliaged within six inches of the ground. In twenty to twenty-five years, it rises to an adult height of seven and half to eight feet and a diameter of ten feet, sustaining a flatish crown that requires no pruning for years at a time. The occasional wild shoot that takes off in an unruly fashion can be pruned off at the end of that year’s growth. Its one demerit may be that it sets a light fruit crop. ‘Clarendon Spreading’ is now being tested for hardiness at Schenectady, New York (Zone 5). So far it is not doing as well as it does farther south; it should probably not be used above Zone 6b.

Yellow-berried cultivars of I. opaca include ‘Goldie’, with profuse large berries and lustrous foliage; the compact ‘Xanthocarpa’, growing to fifteen or twenty feet, and ‘Canary’, which can reach forty to fifty feet. I. × meserveae cultivars are the well-known “blue” Reserve hollies. Nice plants for the small landscape, their hardiness seems confined to Zones 6b through 8a. Cultivars include the most dwarf ‘Blue Angel’, which with light pruning can be used for a hedge under three feet tall; unpruned it may still remain under six feet. ‘Blue Boy’, ‘Blue Girl’, ‘Blue Prince’, and ‘Blue Princess’ are all intermediates, three to six feet tall. ‘Blue Prince’ and ‘Blue Princess’ put on a heavier growth and fruit. All the Reserve hollies have slightly wrinkled leaves with a bluish sheen and produce generally brilliant red fruit.

The native I. glabra has flat, glossy leaves and is used as a hedge or background screen as it remains compact and three to six feet tall. It has a white-berried cultivar, ‘Ivory Queen’, with a more open-branch habit. Its fruit is more off-white or ivory than white, something like the color of a dried popcorn kernel. Both are hardy to Zone 5.

After American yards opened up to many of the oriental species, we suddenly became aware of the landscape potential of deciduous hollies, which had been selling in the limited holiday market for generations under such common names as winterberry and possum haw.

Those who thought that hollies had to be evergreen soon learned that there are ten species of native deciduous hollies, scattered all over the Eastern United States, from Maine and southern Michigan to Florida and Texas. All are of a generally shrubby form. After ten years the majority will become multi-stemmed and reach five to six feet in height or more in southern zones. The deciduous hollies are hardy through Zone 5.

The most prolific and hardest deciduous holly is the winterberry, I. verticillata, found

HOLLY SOURCES & RESOURCES

The Holly Society of America, Inc., is a national membership organization that encourages a broader use of holly, disseminates information, promotes registration and the introduction of new cultivars of holly, and supports holly research programs. Annual dues start at $15 and entitle members to the quarterly Holly Society Journal and to attend the annual meeting. They also sell for 50 cents a very useful eight-page pamphlet, “Hollies—Versatile Beauty for the Intimate Landscapes,” with a wealth of information on cultivar selection, holly culture, and holly arboretum and test centers. Write to the Holly Society of America, 304 North Wind Road, Baltimore, MD 21204.

Commercial sources of holly include:

Holly Haven Hybrids, 136 Sanwood Road, Knoxville, TN 37923. Send self-addressed stamped envelope for catalog.

Hollyvale Farm, P.O. Box 69, Humptulips, WA 98552. Send long, self-addressed stamped envelope for catalog.

Roslyn Nursery, 211 Burrs Lane, Dix Hills, NY 11746. Catalog $2.

Simpson Nursery Company, P.O. Box 2065, Vincennes, IN 47591. Catalog free.

Woodlanders, Inc., 1128 Colleton Avenue, Aiken, SC 29801. Catalog $1.
with both northern and southern adaptations. Its colorful red fruit and tall foliage appear earlier in the Southeast than farther north; in my former Piedmont area home in Hickory, North Carolina, it displays its prominent, sparkling fruit beginning in early September. If left untrimmed, I. verticillata will approach ten feet in height.

Simpson's Nursery of Vincennes, Indiana (Zone 5), has selected one cultivar of I. verticillata that they call 'Winter Red'. After amending my Carolina clay soil, I have watched mine spring up, untrimmed, over the course of twelve to fifteen years, to a feathery globe nine to ten feet tall and some ten feet in diameter. With less fertilizer and judicious trimming, 'Winter Red' may be kept in a globular shape six to seven feet high and possibly somewhat broader. In good soil, it may ultimately grow to ten or twelve feet.

Dr. Elwin Orton of Rutgers University has given us the low-growing I. 'Harvest Red' and I. 'Raritan Chief'—hybrids of I. serrata and I. verticillata. They are easy to maintain at three feet if not fertilized too heavily. 'Harvest Red' has large shiny dark green leaves and very bright red fruit. Another hybrid of the same species is I. 'Autumn Glow', which has bright red fruit with a trace of orange.

I. decidua (possum haw) is a bit erratic and may shoot up to twenty feet or more. There is a yellow-berried cultivar, 'Byer's Gold', that also reaches twenty feet. I. decidua 'Warren's Red' has heavy, dark green foliage that it retains late into fall after the red fruit has set; it too can reach twenty feet in good soil. These are not for the small scale landscaping of the average-size urban lot. Bon Hartline of Alma, Illinois, has developed the more moderate I. decidua 'Hunter' and 'Sundance'. They will reach twelve to eighteen feet in good soil and retain their fruit into early spring.

A brochure available from the American Holly Society (see Sources and Resources page 19) characterizes hollies according to eleven different shapes (as well as other characteristics). The shapes are not totally inclusive, but will serve as a helpful guide when visiting nurseries and garden centers, where junior-sized sales specimens rarely reveal what they will look like years later.

Fred Ebersole is a member and former board member of the Holly Society of America. He developed the Ebersole Holly Collection at Sandhills Community College in Pinehurst, North Carolina.

Rich in folklore, these perennials are beautiful in bogs and colorful in shade gardens.

BY CYRUS HAPPI

IN THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING WORLD there lingers an air of nostalgia and almost-forgotten folklore about the primrose and its cousin the cowslip.

Tisty-tosy, tell me true
Who shall I be married to?
Country maidens in a circle tossed the tisty-tosy, a ball of cowslip blossoms, as the names of possible mates were spoken. The name uttered as the tisty-tosy fell apart was to be the husband of the eligible maiden who stood in the center of the circle.

I call, I call. Who do ye call?
The maids to catch this cou'sin the cowslip ball.
— Robert Herrick,
"I Call and I Call"
The name Primula is a contraction of the medieval Latin word for daisy, primula veris, which means "firstling of spring." Botanists were and are continually adding and subtracting species and rearranging the genus Primula. Currently the genus has been divided into thirty-three sections (a subdivision of a genus encompassing related plants that will hybridize with each other) and more than 800 species with new ones still being discovered. Although there has been a nomenclatural revolution with primulas in the last forty years—sections have been renamed, and species rearranged and renamed—I find the old system, if not perfect, at least workable and simpler. It is still used extensively and it is the basis for most of the primula literature.

Primulas are found all around the Northern Hemisphere, in locations on the southern tip of South America and on the Falkland Islands. Species grow in Outer Mongolia, under sandstone cliffs in the Utah desert, in mountainous bogs of Burma, and in the tundra of the Aleutians. Therefore, there is a primula for nearly everywhere, whether the winter low is 40 degrees below zero or 50 above.

The rule that primulas like half shade and a continuous supply of moisture is far too general, although you can start there. Even in our mild Pacific Northwest, dedicated primrose growers often build lath houses to modify the climate. But some of
the species and hybrids are very adaptable. Drawing from the hardiness research done by Trevor Cole at the Ottawa Research Station, we find primulas that tolerate or even prefer extremely hot summers and cold winters. Undoubtedly there will be one for you.

The Auricula section is composed of several species native to the mountains of Europe. Most grow naturally on rocky open or lightly wooded slopes. Smooth-leaved evergreen auriculas (P. auricula) are generally very hardy (USDA Zones 4 to 8) and can stand a fair amount of sun as long as they have an adequate water supply. They need to be protected from dehydration during a prolonged winter freeze—snow cover is ideal. The yellow, one-inch-wide flowers are often pleasantly citrus scented. Although auriculas grow wild in Europe, some of these may be of hybrid origin.

For those who cherish only species or natural hybrids, P. rubra is ideal and very adaptable. The delightful one-half- to one-inch-wide bell flowers are rose pink, lilac, mauve, or white. A tiny pinch of water-holding polymer gel in the soil will get these and most primulas through stressful periods. You might even consider joining the cult that grows the British show auriculas in unheated greenhouses, which protects them from winter dampness. Zones 4 to 8.

The Candelabra section includes some of the most spectacular primulas. Coming from the Himalayan region and Japan, they do best in rich, moist, slightly acid soil in part shade; many will actually grow in bog or marsh conditions. The height varies from bright orange P. cockburniana at fifteen inches to yellow P. helodoxa at seven feet. All have the characteristic multiled circles of flowers progressing up the stems, pagoda style.

P. japonica will grow wherever it gets enough moisture, but like the rest of the Candelabra section, it prefers streamside or bog. Flowering usually extends from May to July and colors range from purple magenta through pink to white. Orange-red and copper shades show up in the hybrids. Seeds of this species germinate readily, but young seedlings need a steady
Most primulas need protection from midday sun. In the South, tender primroses can be grown in a shade house with excellent air circulation.

—Cyrus Happy

PRIMROSES WANT FRESH SOIL, NOONTIME SHADE

Fresh soil—or at least refreshed soil—is important to the successful cultivation of primroses. Primulas tend to exhaust their bit of soil after two years in the same spot. Refreshing old soil means adding organic material, such as manure or chippings from the shredder, plus sand for better drainage around roots. Bits of super phosphate and wood ash are good in moderation.

Plants should be divided at the same time but only during a growth period in spring or early fall. The best time to divide is just as the flowers fade, while you can still sort out the colors. Dividing during summer or winter dormancy is often fatal.

Hardiness information for primulas is often imprecise. With a snow cover, hardy primulas will survive into Zone 1. Freezing is usually not the killer if the plant is nearly dormant, but dehydration during a long freezing spell with no snow (or mulch) can be deadly.

Most primulas want protection from summer midday sun. Provide summer shade with airy annuals, such as cosmos, nigella, and bachelor buttons, or dwarf fruit trees, whose roots do not compete. Eastern and Midwest growers use primulas mainly in a shade garden. In the South, grow the tender primroses such as *P. malacoides* and *P. obconica* as annuals or in a shade house with excellent air circulation. Microclimates can determine success or failure.

Candelabra primulas and all the other moisture-loving primulas like *Primula chionantha* and *P. florindae* may be grown successfully in open borders by using water-retaining polymer gel. The gel will provide weeks of water supply if a pinch is dug in under each plant. A little goes a very long way.

Seed of most new strains of primroses will germinate at around 60 degrees, although seed of most hardy *Primula* species need a bit of weathering to break dormancy. I've had good results by preparing an outside seed bed in February, covering it with a half inch of peat moss, sowing the seed on top, and then covering the bed with window screens. Freezing, thawing, being washed with rain and warmed by sun are nature's way of removing inhibitors that prevent species seed from germinating. Even then the seed may take another year or two to germinate. Don't give up too soon.

Primulas can also be reproduced by division of the crowns on a mature plant, which can range from two to twenty.

---

flowered umbels, one over the other. *P. obconica* (*Obconica section*), the top primrose, is also known as the poison primrose because its four-inch long, hairy leaves give some people skin irritations. Its flowers are blue, purple, rose, pink, salmon, or white, displayed in large, sturdy-stalked umbels held well above the foliage. There is a cultivar, 'Freedom', that is nonirritating. *P. sinensis* (*Sinensis section*) has pink, orange, red, or white flowers with notched or fringed petals. All can make colorful subjects for the shady border or planter. All are Chinese natives and hardy to Zone 10.

The *Corydalis* section has two plants that are very easy to grow if provided with sufficient moisture, leaf mold in the soil, and light shade. The first is *P. saxatilis* of northern Asia, which sends up many six-inch flower stems bearing clusters of pink flowers. The leaves are roundish with wavy margins, and the plants are ground hugging. This is a neat plant that can be a repeat bloomer. It is hardy in Zones 4 to 8.

The other, the Japanese native *P. sieboldii*, is similar but larger. The showy one-and-a-half-inch-wide flowers come in rose, pink, white, or lavender blue. The petals vary from entire to almost a snowflake pattern. This is a popular exhibition plant in Japan with hundreds of cultivars. It dies back completely in summer, so mark where the plants are. Zones 4 to 8.

*P. denticulata* (*section Denticulata*)—a native of the Himalayas—is a great survivor in cold winter areas. Sometimes called the drumstick primula for its ball-shaped flower head that resembles a bass drumstick, it starts to show its lavender, rose, or white flowers as soon as the snow disappears. A vigorous plant will send up many solid, round flower heads up to two feet tall. Don't forget to give this one a little shade during the heat of the day. Zones 4 to 8.

A great companion to *P. denticulata* is another Himalayan alpine, *P. rosea* (*section Farinosae*). This one does like running water—I've seen it blooming happily in midstream, where it had caught onto a rock—but will do well in any moist location. The shocking pink clusters of flowers precede the leaves and start blooming just as the snow departs. Its paler pink hybrid *P. 'Peter Klein'* (crossed with *P. clarkei*) is every bit as easy to grow. Both are hardy in Zones 3 to 8.

*P. vialis* (*section Muscarioides*) is one of the best and easiest of all. The long coneshaped flower head emerges in July with
bright red overlapping calyxes followed by a lilac flower opening first at the bottom of the head and gradually covering all but the tip. It can and often does die after blooming, but a liquid feeding in late July will keep it growing. It grows easily from seed and will bloom the second year from a spring planting. Zones 3 to 8.

Two large primulas that like boggy conditions but will do well in any moist location are yellow *P. florindae* (section Sikkimensis) and off-white *P. chionantha* (section Nivales). *P. florindae*—a Tibetan native—sends graceful drooping flower heads up to five feet tall. The flowers are dusted on their backs with meal and emit a delightful fragrance that is sweet-fruity with a touch of nutmeg. *P. chionantha*—native at high altitudes in China—smells of vanilla and flowers shoot up at least two feet. Zones 4 to 9.

At last we reach the common primrose, the cowslip, and other closely related Ver- nales section plants from Europe and western Asia. These are the plants of British and northern and central European folklore—the plants that have been used to flavor wines and divine the future. They are easily cultivated garden plants, growing in light shade in all except the heaviest or sandiest soils.

*P. vulgaris*, the common primrose with pale greenish yellow flowers, grows on banks and in open woodlands from Ireland eastward into Russia. There are many local variations. In Pembroke, South Wales, it is purple, and other colors are occasionally found elsewhere. Zones 6 to 9.

The modern hybrids of *P. vulgaris*—with vivid and varied colors and uniform sizes—go on sale in late winter. They are long-lived perennials, but hardiness varies. The survivors will need to be divided during a growth period and put into fresh soil every other year. They come fairly true from seeds, but I can’t resist the few that revert and come up with true primrose color.

*P. veris*, the cowslip, is hardy and tough. It is found from Ireland eastward into Siberia and should survive in all but the deep South of the United States. Normally the cowslip has nodding, one-sided umbels of yellow flowers and a pleasant fragrance. In the wild it seldom exceeds ten inches tall, but in rich soil it will double in height. Zones 2 to 9.

Color variations in cowslips occur in Turkey and Romania—mostly orange and red shades. *P. veris* var. *hortensis* from Germany is bright red. It is naturalized in
International Symposium to Mark Fiftieth Year

An international primula symposium, “Primula Worldwide,” is scheduled for April 10-12 in a suburb of Portland, Oregon. It will be a historic global journey, taking participants on an audio-visual botanical exploration from the deserts of the Middle East through the valleys and mountains of Europe and the Soviet Union and the rugged peaks of the Far East and North America.

Primula enthusiasts from around the world will convene at the Greenwood Inn, Beaverton, Oregon, to celebrate the diversity, beauty, and rich heritage of the primula and to honor the American Primrose Society (APS) on its fiftieth anniversary. Growers and experts will describe native habitats of primulas and share ways of growing the plants successfully in the garden.

Featured speakers will come from England, Scotland, the United States, Canada, and Japan. Also included in the symposium will be plant sales by regional specialty nurseries, the APS national primrose show, and garden tours. Primula and other horticultural books will be offered for sale along with souvenir sweatshirts, pins, and other gift items.

Sponsors of the symposium—the first of its kind since 1928—are the APS, the Royal Horticultural Society of England, and the Berry Botanic Garden of Portland. Others assisting are the American Rock Garden Society, the Alpine Garden Club of British Columbia, Matsumoto Sakurasho and the Primula Club of Japan, the Scottish Rock Garden Club, the Alpine Garden Society of England, and the Northern, Midlands, and Southern English sections of the National Auricula and Primula Society.

For more information about the symposium, contact Ann Lunn, Registrar, 6620 N.W. 271st Avenue, Hillsboro, OR 97124, (503) 640-4582.

The seed exchange of the American Primrose Society distributes collected and garden-grown seed from a worldwide membership. Its seed list also includes experimental strains and old favorites from commercial hybridizers, including the tiny *Primula x juliana* seldom commercially available. Annual dues are $15 and include a subscription to the quarterly *Primroses* and access to specialists worldwide. For more information or to join write to Jay G. Lunn, Treasurer, 6620 N.W. 271st Avenue, Hillsboro, OR 97124.

The American Rock Garden Society lists many primulas in its seed exchange. Annual dues are $20 and include a subscription to the quarterly *Bulletin*. Contact them at P.O. Box 67, Millwood, NY 10546.

Other seed exchanges that offer primulas include:
- The Scottish Rock Garden Club, K. M. Gibb, 21 Merchiston Park, Edinburgh, Scotland, EH10 4PW.
- The Alpine Garden Club of British Columbia, G. Gibbens, 803 Old Lillooet Road, North Vancouver, BC V7J 2H6, Canada.
- The National Auricula and Primula Society of England has three regional sections: Southern Section, Lawrence E. Wigley, 67 Warnham Court Road, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, England.
- Northern Section, D. G. Hadfield, 146 Queens Road, Cheadle Hulme, Cheadle, Cheshire, England.

Commercial nurseries with diverse primula selections include:
- Chehalis Rare Plant Nursery, 2568 Jackson Highway, Chehalis, WA 98532. Send long self-addressed stamped envelope for catalog.
- Colorado Alpines, Inc., P.O. Box 2708, Avon, CO 81620. Catalog $2.
- Siskiyou Rare Plant Nursery, 2825 Cummings Road, Medford, OR 97501. Catalog $2 (refundable).
- Thompson & Morgan, Inc., P.O. Box 1308, Jackson, NJ 08527. Catalog free.

Cyrus Hart is the president of the American Primrose Society.
Say "jujube" and most Americans think of a fruit-flavored gumdrop. But the Chinese have been growing and eating jujube fruit for more than four thousand years. As late as the middle part of this century, China had more jujube trees than any other type of fruit tree. (Persimmons, incidentally, were second on this list.)

Beyond China, jujubes (Ziziphus jujuba) sometimes go under the sobriquet of "Chinese dates." Though botanically unrelated, jujube and date fruits resemble each other in appearance, texture, and flavor. Jujube fruits range in size from that of a cherry to that of a plum, have a high concentration of sugar (22 percent) and one elongated pit. When just ripe, the skin is the color of mahogany and as shiny and smooth as if buffed with a cloth. At this stage, the flesh is crisp and sweet, reminiscent of an apple.

If the fruit is left to ripen a bit longer, the skin begins to wrinkle as the fruits lose water, and the flesh changes from light green to beige and becomes spongy, i.e., more datelike.

Jujube plants traveled beyond Asia centuries ago. The Roman scholar Pliny recorded that jujubes were brought from Syria to Rome sometime near the end of Augustus's reign. Plantings subsequently spread throughout southern Europe and northern Africa. The olive-sized fruits from seedling trees still find their way onto dessert trays in southern Europe today.

The first jujube plants to reach America crossed the Atlantic in 1837 and were planted in Beaufort, North Carolina. The plants evidently aroused some interest as ornamentals, for in 1854 the U.S. Patent Office distributed jujube throughout the middle Atlantic and southern states.

Interest in the gustatory value of jujube was spurred when U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) plant explorer Frank Meyer began sending propagating wood of superior fruiting types from China to America in 1908. Because jujubes also tolerate drought, Meyer's chief in Washington, David Fairchild, saw great promise in this plant for developing agriculturally barren regions of the Southwest. In his enthusiasm, Fairchild would show up at social events in Washington—a get-together hosted by Alexander Graham Bell (Fairchild's father-in-law) or a banquet for the

The 'Lang' jujube is one of the most commonly planted in the United States.
Above: Each jujube branch node produces one to ten branchlets, most of which will fall off in autumn.

Right: The tree is rarely more than thirty feet tall with branches that droop when heavy with fruit.

Above: Each jujube branch node produces one to ten branchlets, most of which will fall off in autumn. The tree is rarely more than thirty feet tall with branches that droop when heavy with fruit.

National Geographic Society, for example—with jujubes for everyone to sample.

In part because of the tree’s handsome appearance and its adaptability to many soils, jujubes today are not uncommon dooryard trees across America’s southern tier. Jujube breeding continued through the 1950s at the USDA’s research station in Chico, California, and jujubes were used for one of the Tennessee Valley Authority’s reforestation projects. The International Tree Crops Institute even studied the possibility of converting the fruit’s abundant sugar to alcohol to be used as fuel. But the fruit never caught on.

Jujube is a small tree—rarely more than thirty feet high—with small, glossy leaves and a naturally drooping habit accentuated when the branches are weighed down with fruits. Plants send up suckers from their roots, and these suckers can appear many feet from the mother plant.

Branches on some clones are armed with intimidating spines over an inch long. Fortunately, other clones and older trees have few or no spines.

As the growing season commences, each node of a woody branch produces one to ten branchlets, with older branches producing more branchlets. Most of these branchlets are deciduous, falling from the plant in autumn. Here and there a robust shoot might appear instead of a branchlet and this shoot becomes part of the permanent structure of the tree. Shoots of intermediate vigor are half-deciduous, losing only their distal portions at the end of the season.

Small, inconspicuous, yellow flowers grow in clusters of one to half a dozen or more in leaf axils of the growing branchlets. The plants have an extended blossoming period that continues sporadically throughout the growing season. However, individual flowers are receptive to pollen for only a day or less.

Pollination needs of the jujube are not clearly defined. Some cultivars need cross-pollination and others do not, but these needs might change with climate. Even allegedly self-fertile clones set more and larger fruit with cross-pollination.

Three hundred years ago, the Chinese writer Li Shi Chen, described forty-three varieties of jujubes; today, China has over 400 varieties. Most jujube plants in Europe and America are seedling trees with fruits of variable quality. My first introduction to the fruit was not favorable: I joined a Chinese couple in gathering fruit from beneath a tree growing in the shade of the Capitol in Washington, D.C. This tree evidently was one of the better clones, for I found the fruits insipid. Years later, the fruits of a tree at the Brooklyn Botanic Garden in New York, though small, were tasty enough to renew my interest in the plant.

Frank Meyer sent to America eighty-three varieties that he collected in China, but only a few are available in this country today. The most commonly planted cultivars in the United States are ‘Li’ and ‘Lang’. ‘Li’ has round fruits two inches in diameter, among the largest of any jujubes, and with excellent flavor. ‘Lang’ is an upright tree with pear-shaped fruit two by one-and-a-half inches. The skin is shiny and the flavor sweet with a hint of caramel.

Also available are ‘Silverhill’ and ‘So’. ‘Silverhill’ is a large tree with relatively few suckers or thorns, and a prolific bearer of elongated fruits about an inch across. The fruit flesh is solid and sweet. ‘So’ is slow growing and ornamental with downward curving branches and moderate crops of good quality fruits.

Though the jujube is native to hot climates where temperatures range from 20 to 120 degrees, the tree will survive winter cold to at least 22 degrees below zero. The plant revels in summer sun and heat, and in northern states, the lack of
either will limit fruit production more than winter cold will. Northern gardeners should site the plant in their sunniest and warmest microclimate, such as near a south wall.

Jujubes tolerate many types of soils. Meyer reported seeing trees in China that were productive even when growing "in an inner courtyard where the ground has been trampled until it is hard as stone." Jujubes also tolerate a wide range of soil moisture conditions, as evidenced by their native habitats where rainfall might be as little as five, or as much as eighty, inches each year. Cultivated trees grow well between rice paddies in China and in the dry soils of the American Southwest. Sometimes, however, rain during the period when the fruit is ripening will split the fruit.

Given adequate heat and sun, jujube trees will thrive without any special care. The plants bloom reliably late enough to escape spring frosts and virtually no pests attack the plant or the fruit. The plants are precocious. Grafted trees have even been known to bear some fruit in the same season in which they were grafted!

Meyer reported that the Chinese would cut out a ring of bark from the trees right after blossoming in order to increase yield, with some sacrifice of sweetness in the ripe fruit. The ring was made with a saw cut each year at a different level on the trunk, beginning when trees were six or seven years old.

The ground around jujube trees should never be cultivated. Any root damage induces the plants to send up suckers.

Plants grown from seed usually do not bear high-quality fruit, but could be used as rootstocks or ornamentals. Germination is enhanced by opening the stone and extracting the two kernels it contains. (Depending on pollination, some stones will be hollow—and some large-fruited cultivars always have hollow stones.) An easy way to open a stone is to carefully cut it lengthwise along one edge with pruning shears.

The kernels should be stratified under cool, moist conditions for two months. It is important that the peat moss, perlite, or whatever medium in which the seeds are being stratified is just moist, not wet. Never expose the kernels to temperatures below freezing. Expect an average of about 50 percent of the seeds to germinate, less for large-fruited clones, and more for small-fruited clones. The kernels are slow to germinate and seedlings often require two years of growth before they are large enough to be grafted.

Suckers, root cuttings, and grafts are ways to propagate superior jujube clones. A clone to be propagated by suckers or root cuttings must be on its own roots; that is, it should not be a grafted tree. Success with root cuttings is variable, depending on the clone, and plants grown from root cuttings will not develop the taproot of trees grown from seed. Grafted plants grow vigorously and, as mentioned earlier, may bear a few fruits in their first season. Chip budding, T-budding, and whip-and-tongue grafting have all been successful. Stem cuttings root with difficulty.

The 100 pounds of fruit that a single jujube tree can produce do not ripen at the same time, so the fruits must be picked every few days for a month or more. As a green fruit ripens, it first turns almost white and then becomes mottled reddish brown. This mottling quickly coalesces until the ripe fruit is completely reddish brown.

The fruits can be picked underripe—when they turn from green to almost white—and ripened in a bag at room temperature with a ripe apple (volatile ethylene given off by the apple speeds ripening). Such fruits will not be as sweet as those ripened on the tree, though.

Ripe fruits will keep for one to two months at 50 degrees; at room temperature, the fruits
"But the Glory of the Garden lies in more than meets the eye."

— Rudyard Kipling, The Glory of the Garden
My garden journal started out as a notation on the kitchen wall calendar. In the tiny square for May third, I wrote: “Planted marigold seeds.” They were the biggest, brightest marigolds I’d ever seen, and they brought compliments from all who passed. The next year, I wondered what type of marigolds they were so that I could repeat the performance. I couldn’t remember. I’d even forgotten where I’d purchased them.

But it was the gladioli that made a journal seem a necessity. One gloomy fall day a thick catalog arrived containing gorgeous photographs of dahlias, gladioli, and other “exotic” flowers. One glad intrigued me so much that I mailed out a check for forty of the bulbs, which were promised to “arrive at the proper planting time.” When I received the order acknowledgment in mid-December, I tossed it in a drawer and forgot about it.

The following April, while browsing through a local nursery here in Indiana, I was attracted to a large display of gladioli of a particularly striking shade of coral. I was in the mood for a little digging, so I bought forty of them. Two days later, mail-order bulbs arrived and—you guessed it—I ended up searching for homes in my already crowded garden for...
Whether you're starting a garden bed or expanding, a sketch drawn to scale on graph paper with four squares per inch will give you an idea of how it will look when completed.

I decided I needed a place to record all of this information so that I wouldn't have to live with any more oversights and disappointments. I was learning that this hobby that requires the wearing of old clothing and the dirtying of fingernails also has its cerebral side. I also discovered that gardening can be a costly pastime, especially if you don't go into it with a little preparation.

The most admirable gardens are not results of spur-of-the-moment ideas. They are the products of plans, sketches, research, and very often, trial and error. Even if your gardening involves only the planting of a few petunias, there are always new varieties on the market. Gardening is not static, and documenting changes can be as rewarding as creating them.

Look out a frosty window through the blanket of snow or sodden leaves and imagine the way your garden will look in a few months. Your impatience for the new season can be alleviated by flipping through your own garden journal. What to include? Here are just a few ideas:

- Photographs of plants and beds during their growing season.
- Notes on what's going on in your garden and when.
- The date each item is planted, along with its bloom time and soil and light requirements.
- How you've controlled pests or diseases and the time of year these problems are prevalent.
- The number and type of annuals you've planted.
- Weather trends and how you deal with them.
- Descriptions and photos (if available) of plants you've ordered from catalogs and receipts of purchases with guarantees.
- Mistakes in plant placement.
- Articles listing new varieties available next season.

When you've finished going through your garden to clip, prune, and inspect for insects and diseases, take another few minutes to record your thoughts and discoveries. When you're impressed with the way a plant or bed looks, take its picture. If for no other reason, it will give you something to look at on those dreary days of winter.

When planning a new garden bed or adding to an existing one, you'll need to have an idea of how it will look when completed. You don't have to be an artist
or an engineer to sketch your garden to scale on graph paper with four squares per inch. A tape measure, ruler, and template are all you'll need to make sure everything fits into the space available.

April 26

“I divided the Hosta and put them under the juniper on the east side where they’ll have more room. I purchased two of them three years ago and now have six plants.”

It's important to keep track of each variety you obtain and when and where you plant it. Looking back at this information will be helpful if a certain plant fails to bloom as it had in previous years. It may simply be in need of division.

March 3

“I squashed my first slug today. I put out shallow bowls of beer covered with chicken wire—they love it! (So does the dog.)”

The types of diseases or pests that are prevalent in your area and how you've dealt with them should be recorded so that you'll remember what to watch for and when.

September 1

“NEXT YEAR: Plant more tall snapdragons and annual Dianthus in the daylily bed to provide late summer color. Order Cleome seeds for early spring sowing in same bed.”

When using annuals in perennial beds or borders or in pots and flower boxes, indicating the number of plants needed for the best effect will help ensure that you purchase the correct amount each year. Throughout the summer you might find you need to make adjustments for the following year.

June 17

“The Lilium ‘Enchantment’ went through its bloom cycle very quickly, beginning about a week ago. Make sure they have

Photos of plants ordered from catalogs are fun to compare to photos of them that you take later.
The following supplies are all you need to make journal-keeping an enjoyable habit:
- Three-ring binder.
- Filler paper.
- Graph paper (four squares per inch).
- "Add-A-Pocket" dividers.
- Heavy paper for mounting photos or photo album refills that will fit a three-ring binder.

enough water during very dry spells.”

When we experienced a drought in 1991, I looked back at my garden notes from 1988, a year that, in the Midwest, had set many temperature records and gave us very little rain. I found a few helpful ideas:

“Purchase a coupler so that two hoses can be run from one spigot and watering time cut in half. A timer can be purchased through Ringer and Gardener’s Supply Company catalogs.”

The notes I’d taken in the summer of ‘88 also gave me an idea of what to expect as far as the length of bloom time for some of the plants in these conditions.

**July 20**

“The Gypsophila paniculata ‘Perfecta’ is beginning to bloom again after cutting it back about three weeks ago. It seems to thrive in these hot, dry conditions.”

Buy a rain gauge and check it after each rainstorm. Jot down the amount and keep a monthly record. The amount of precipitation your gardens happen to receive is not a factor you can adjust, but it’s interesting to compare rainfall from year to year. You’ll be more aware of how different plants perform in drier or wetter conditions, indicating which ones to buy again or the need for alternative choices and strategies.

**July 4**

“The Clethra was dead when we returned from vacation. Sent letter with receipt to White Flower Farm for credit.”

A really avid gardener will use many sources for plant purchases. There are hundreds of plant catalogs available and it can be more fun to browse through these than to trudge out on a rainy fall day in search of a certain Narcissus. If you order through the mail
from a reputable dealer, there is often a guarantee that extends one year from the date you receive your plants. Your journal can be used to file the receipts just in case, through no fault of your own, one of them refuses to grow. Keeping these records can also help to prevent duplication if you have been ordering a lot of plants through the mail as well as making local purchases, as I did with my gladiolus.

**October 10**

“The two fall-blooming Anemones, A. × hybrida ‘Honorine Jobert’ (white) and A. × hybrida ‘Margarette’ (pink), are quite healthy-looking. But while the pink one is blooming nicely, the white one has only buds.”

**November 4**

“It snowed yesterday and the buds on the white anemone never did open. NEXT YEAR: Try feeding the white anemone earlier in the season.”

When ordering from several catalogs, it’s helpful to cut out pictures of the plants along with their descriptions and attach them to a plain sheet of paper in your journal. It’s fun to compare these pictures with the photos you take of these plants after they’ve taken up residence in your garden. You’ll also know what to expect as far as bloom times and the ultimate size of the plant.

**April 18**

“The Muscari armeniacum is at its peak, but the Narcissus I planned for them to accent are finished blooming. IN THE FALL: Move the Muscari to the front bed with the late-blooming Narcissus ‘Thalia’ and ‘Hawera’.”

**June 16**

“The Lilium ‘Mont Blanc’ are blooming nicely but they’re too close to the pink minirose, causing few blooms and blackspot problems. IN THE FALL: Relocate rose or lilies.”

When those flashes of color begin to appear in your once all-brown landscape, you’ll have a game plan for the gardening season that is never long enough. And when you pick up your journal to add information about the current growing season, you’ll be drawn to its previous pages and reminisce about triumphs and failures. You’ll see your gardening skills improve before your very eyes.

Jean Starr is a free-lance writer who is working toward her Master Gardeners certificate from Purdue University.

Photographs will help you remember what your garden looked like at various times during the growing season.
POLLY HILL:
An Unerring Eye

Her plant introductions range from azaleas to crabapples to clematis.
BY MARTY CARLOCK

Polly Hill wants to make it clear right off the bat. She is not a hybridizer. “I don’t push pollen around! I’m a grower. And a selector.” In a thirty-five-year (so far) career of testing plants whose potential was unknown, Hill, now 85, has grown, selected, named, and seen marketed close to fifty varieties of woody perennials, most of them azaleas. She has developed and named another thirty cultivars, including dogwoods, hollies, and magnolias, which, because of the slowness of propagation, aren’t on the market yet. Hill is credited with popularizing in this country compact dwarf azaleas like those prized in Japanese temple gardens. Working with a Japanese colleague, she developed what are known in the trade as “Polly Hill” or “North Tisbury” azaleas, based on a wild plant from Taiwan. Throughout three decades

Above: ‘Chalif’, one of three Polly Hill selections of Rhododendron bakeri, adorns a native stone fence. Inset: Hill inspects shrubs in her “Playpen,” where her most prized specimens are kept.
Above: A 1690 farmhouse now serving as a guest house is surrounded by beds made fertile by their former use as a chicken yard.

Right: Cornus kousa 'Blue Shadow'. Another Polly Hill selection, C. kousa 'Square Dance', has bract segments that nearly form a square.

of horticultural experimentation, Hill has never sold a plant. She gives them away, and then badgers nurserymen to propagate and promote them. "That way I don't have the IRS on my back," she says. That's part of it. The other part is, she likes to see her plants flourish—and be appreciated—in the world beyond Barnard's Inn Farm, the Martha's Vineyard locus of her experiments.

In this island setting of meadow and woodland and gray shingled structures seven miles off the Massachusetts coast, sea air moderates the state's dominant USDA Zone 5 to a more temperate Zone 6. Hill insouciantly and persistently tries plants not expected to be hardy in New England. "You never know until you try," she says.

John Elsley, director of horticulture for Wayside Gardens, which sells a number of Hill's plants and is building up stock of others, calls Hill "an amateur in the best, original English sense of the word. She has a good eye for selecting very good forms. There are few amateurs so knowledgeable about such a wide range of woody plants. The fact that so few of her plants are available is not her fault, but that of the industry. The only way these plants will become known is through publicity, and she's a very modest, low-key person."

Richard Lighty, director of the Mount Cuba Center for the Study of Piedmont Flora in Delaware, has traded plants and seeds with Hill for thirty years, and describes her as being as meticulous as a scientist. "She's highly organized and thorough. When she doesn't know something, she gets in the car or on the phone until she finds the answer."

High morning Vineyard fog blocks the sun as I rendezvous with Hill, who waits perched on the edge of a yellow electric can. It's the kind of vehicle used by country club grounds crews, comprising a shallow truck bed that carries tools and whatever else Hill may need in her peregrinations about the farm. She invites me aboard for a tour.

As we ride, she tells how her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Butcher Jr., bought the property in 1927. "All the buildings needed work then and there was no electric power up-island." (The Vineyard's harbors, Edgartown and Vineyard Haven, are down-island, and the Tisbury's are up-island.)

Henry Luce, progenitor of the publishing family, bought the land from Algonquians in 1640. The Luce family owned it until about 1860, when an islander, Bart Smith, and Albert Littlefield, a friend he met in the California goldfields, came back to farm it. When Hill's parents bought the property as a summer place, the Littlefield family guaranteed them twenty-five acres. "When it was surveyed, it turned out to be forty-seven!" Since then, Hill has been able to buy twenty adjoining acres of woodland. But she has cultivated only twenty acres. "I wanted to keep it simple, and not clutter up the fields, and keep it manageable, because there was no gardening staff," she explains. Hill refers to planted areas descriptively as the Allee, the Barnyard, the Arbor, the Playpen.

Hill points out a lavishly blossoming Photinia villosa higher than the roof of a nearby shed. "I think the reason that's done so well is, this was the chicken yard," she theorizes. "In the old days everybody kept chickens, and everything around the farmhouse has done well."

When Hill's parents bought the property it had not been a working farm in thirty years, but in the nineteenth century it was a sheep farm; the soil is especially fertile around the gateways in the stone walls. She once rooted a Franklinia alatamaha cutting by merely sticking it into the ground.

In our yellow cart we glide past the 1690 farmhouse, modernized by Hill's mother.
It's now a guest house often occupied by Hill children and grandchildren. Hill and her husband Julian, one of the inventors of nylon, have summered in what was the cow barn. “In '35 my mother threw the animals out of the house we live in now.” But it would be another twenty years before Hill was given gardening space at Barnard's Inn Farm.

Her mother was “no gardener,” Hill says, and was more interested in remodeling the old buildings than in improving the landscape. Hill was “always interested in plants,” though. Vacationing on the Vineyard, she and Julian and their young family cleared poison ivy and catbrier from the granite walls bordering the fields. At home in Wilmington, Delaware, she maintained a small but choice city garden and the granite walls bordering the fields. At the time.

This great patience is one factor that has made Hill's plants so outstanding, according to Wayside's Elsley. “She has observed their performance over an extended time.”

Oddly, Hill has never introduced a new camellia, but her seed-grown selections include, besides azaleas, forms of rhododendrons, dogwoods, magnolias, Stewartia, hollies, Clematis, junipers, crabapples, and sorrels.

In 1958 she took over the Vineyard property and began her experiments in earnest. By this time she had taken courses in botany, taxonomy, and plant pathology at the University of Delaware. Her dream was to create her own miniature botanical garden using plants grown from seed, a method that gives her greater variation in genetic material. Lightly says that while he was trained as a geneticist, “She seems to come by it naturally. She's fascinated with the natural variation, and she's very discriminating in choosing plants that will be usable in the garden.”

It was her observation that seeds collected from the Far East were often more adaptable than American natives moved out of their normal range. She obtained Asian seeds both from her Japanese collaborator and from botanical gardens, such as Arnold Arboretum in Boston, Morris in Philadelphia, and Longwood in Kennett Square, Pennsylvania. Other seeds and plants came to her by swapping with friends or enemies,’’ she says with dry humor. A long-time member of many horticultural societies, she has also obtained seeds from their exchange programs.

Landscaping the farm, Hill found that its gray native stone fences make a handsome and subtle backdrop. One of her favorite walls is Beetlebung Alley, where she has planted a row of twenty black gum (Nyssa sylvatica, known locally as “beetlebung”) along 100 feet of stone wall. Pruned to create a hedge on stilts, their trunks and high hedge-like foliage frame the field beyond.

We motor through a shady corner near the road. Hill points out a Magnolia grandiflora—“It blooms through October”—and a double row of Cornus kousa. Although these oriental dogwoods were once thought to be almost immune to the dogwood anthracnose that has decimated the native C. floribunda, the damp ocean air made her trees susceptible to the fungus about two years ago. In her alley of thirty trees, two were killed and others had to be severely pruned. “We took out two and a half truckloads of dead wood from here,” she says. She looks up to assess the other twenty-eight as we glide by. “But they've practically recovered.”

Hill has named and introduced seven C. kousa. Her favorite is ‘Square Dance’, whose four white bract segments come close to forming a square. Those who've seen this tree rave about it. Lightly says it is notable not only for its unique bracts, but also for its large and abundant fruits. Others among Hill's C. kousa are 'Big Apple', 'Blue Shadow', 'Julian', 'Snowbird', 'Steeple', and 'Gay Head'.

Like C. kousa, 'Gay Head', some of Hill's hollies are given Vineyard geographical names: Ilex verticillata include 'Quansoo', 'Quitsa', 'Aquinnah', 'Tasquam'. Family members are similarly honored. A magnolia and a dogwood are named for Julian; the Hills' three children and five grandchildren all have namesake plants.

The Clematis 'Starfish', on the other hand, was named for its shape. Its elongated petals make it look as though it could
Above: A blossom on Stewartia malacodendron 'Delmaroa'.

Right: The 'Louisa' crabapple, one of Hill's widely sold selections.

Far right: Hill and a visitor chat in the "Bower," where an old Clematis cultivar, 'Lasurstern', is in bloom.

swim up its vine. It's an eye-catching white. 'Gabrielle', which is similar in shape, is lavender.

Hill's interest in plants wasn't reflected in her undergraduate studies. A music major at Vassar, she took zoology and chemistry, but not botany. After graduation in 1928, she traveled to Japan to teach English and gym for a year at Vassar's sister college, Tokyo Joshi Daigaku. She spoke no Japanese. "It was hard," she remembers.

But Japan was to play a major role in her horticultural work. In 1956, planning a tour of Asia with her son, she was sent with an introduction to Dr. Tsuneshige Rokujo, a professor of surgery whose avocation is hybridization of Rhododendron species. Hill became intrigued by the miniature azaleas that so effectively carpet Japanese gardens, and asked Rokujo to make some crosses to meet a specific objective: a prostrate, hardy evergreen form to be used as ground cover.

"I'm more impressed with form than color. It's something I learned from the Japanese," Hill says.

Bill Frederick, a Delaware landscape architect, praises Hill for this sensitivity to design considerations. "She has high standards. None of her selections was a waste of time."

The Tokyo surgeon was the first to base his hybrids on the Taiwanese miniature R. nakaharae. This gives Hill's azaleas their desirable prostrate form. "The bloom is beautiful, too," said Gary Koller, assistant director of horticulture at the Arnold Arboretum. "There are enormous flowers on these little plants."

The basic facts about Hill's progeny—scientific name, seed origin, hybridizer, year planted, germination, location on the farm, and continuing health or demise—she methodically records by hand on three-by-five cards. Once a year she sends them to a "computer lady" in New Bedford, who enters it all and returns a bulky printout. That's for the official record. But as we pass her favorites she has an anecdote to tell about each—finding this one on a bird walk, getting that one as a seedling in the mail. Outside the Playpen, Hill stops to admire 'Little Hill', a dwarf pine named but not yet introduced. It's the result of seeds collected from a witches' broom in an Eastern white pine tree (Pinus strobus). It has grown into a tiny, appealing mound shape.

The story of the rediscovery of the wild Rhododendron nakaharae is one of Hill's best tales. In 1969 a military wife from the Vineyard, Ann Fielder, was taking her five children to live in Taiwan to be near her Vietnam-based husband. Hill gave her some twigs from a cultivated R. nakaharae and asked her to make a project of finding the wild species. Many fruitless expeditions ensued. Finally, picnicking on Mount Seven Star, Fielder's teen-aged son somersaulted down the hill, landed in a clump of brush, and shouted, "I've found it!"

Fielder collected the seed with the help of a faculty member at Tai Da University. Of those sent to Hill, two germinated and one plant lived. Twenty years later it still survives, a low and compact mound, in the Playpen. Hill says it has the richest flower color of any R. nakaharae she has seen.

Rokujo has sent other plants, cuttings, and seedlings. The U.S. Department of Agriculture requires that they be heat sterilized. "It's not supposed to kill them," Hill says. "Some of them don't survive the cooking, though."

In the electric cart we drive through the Arbor, a pleached arch of European hornbeam, Carpinus betulus. We park outside the Playpen, where Hill's most-prized specimens are protected. It's a no-nonsense enclosure thirty-five by 300 feet, surrounded by lumber-and-wire fencing ten feet high. Hill emphasizes that she respects
all of nature. She is realistic, however, allowing hunters into her woods; they took seven deer last year. “Deer will jump eight feet. They love rhododendron buds,” she says. “And this place is a smorgasbord for rabbits.”

Inside the Playpen is an array of shrubs, from the modest mound of the original wild Mount Seven Star azalea (a cultivar is sold as Rhododendron nakaharae ‘Mt. Seven Star’) to stately Magnolia hypoleuca ‘Lydia’. Hill points out ‘Wild Wealth’, a Rhododendron yakusimanum selection of which she is particularly proud. She pauses to admire its unfolding blossoms, cerise in bud, paling as they open to pure white. “It blooms top to bottom,” she says with satisfaction.

A former vice president of the American Horticultural Society, Hill has received countless honors for her work, including gold medals from the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society and the American Rhododendron Society and a silver medal from the Massachusetts Horticultural Society. In 1990 she was awarded the prestigious Arthur Hoyt Scott Garden and Horticulture Award at Swarthmore College for “creating and developing a wider interest in . . . gardening through her work as a grower, introducer, and promoter of superior garden plants.”

As we meander through the Playpen, Hill is approached by a neighbor. “Oh, do you have some time?” she asks. Hill excuses herself and sets him to work on a nearby bed. Returning, she explains, “That fellow is an artist. He understands plants, so when he has some time he comes and works for me.”

For some years Hill gardened without a staff. Now she has an assortment of part-timers, anchored by “head pruner,” Elizabeth McFadden, who periodically ferries over from New Bedford. “I couldn’t get along without her,” Hill says. “I don’t have to tell her what to do. I ask her what she’s going to do today.”

Two local women work for about ten hours apiece each week, one bringing her baby with her. There’s no time clock to punch at Barnard’s Inn Farm; the workers just tell Hill how long they’ve been there. “People come [to work here] because they like to come.”

She gets help from family members, as well. “I have a daughter who loves to prune. She does the crabapples. My grandchildren, if I can get my hands on them, are good workers.” There are five, ranging in
age from 12 to 26. "Lydia, the 12-year-old—she could run this place herself."

When it was Lydia's turn for a namesake plant, Hill asked whether she wanted a small plant or a big tree. She chose the big tree. Magnolia × 'Lydia' stands thirty or so feet tall in the Playpen.

Next our cart circles the north field. Hill plants things only at the perimeters. "Keep the centers of the fields open. It's how the Vineyard looks." She points out Malus 'Louisa', a weeping pink crabapple named for her daughter. "It stays pink; it's very fragrant. It has this umbrella shape you see. And it's disease-free."

Barnard's Inn Farm now holds some 1,700 taxa. "I'm trying to make everything I do better than what exists. Or new. Something nobody bothered to think about." She glances sideways with a suppressed smile. "You've got to beat the competition."

She has. She has grown Stewartia malacodendron, recommended for Zone 8, on the island. From seed sent from Georgia, she has raised and introduced three spectacular orange Rhododendron bakeri cultivars—'Sunlight', 'Sizzler', and 'Chalif'—here in Zone 6. "A lot of it is serendipity," she says. "Some plants don't like some people. Tree peonies don't like me. They want clay, and less acid."

Probably the most popular of Hill's introductions have been the 'Joseph Hill' azalea and the 'Louisa' crabapple; "thousands" of the flowering Malus are sold each year, Hill says.

There have been some frustrations, too. One of her favorite azaleas, Rhododendron bakeri 'Sunlight', nobody can root. Briggs [an Olympia, Washington, nurseryman] has it, and we're hoping he can root it in tissue culture. The dogwoods 'Square Dance' and 'Blue Shadow' have potential, but no one has offered them yet. "A lot of people have them, but say they have to build up their stock" before the trees go into their catalogs. Because of the time it takes to propagate enough plants, Hill notes, "Many more of my things are in botanical gardens than in nursery catalogs."

Hill's horticultural prowess is legendary on the island. Garden clubbers tell of her appearance at a meeting carrying a Stewartia blossom as big as a turkey platter. She is generous to those interested in plants. One amateur gardener recalls a visit when Hill offered her an unusual milkweed seedling. On the way to dig it, Hill spotted some surplus Japanese Jack-in-the-pulpit; would she like one? And how about some gentian? And with scientific precision, the instant she removed a plant, Hill went to the compost pile and filled the hole.

Where Hill differs from many experimental growers is her persistence in introducing new forms to the trade. If a nurseryman evinces interest, she'll invite him or her to North Tisbury. "We'll put them up, let them have whatever they want. I don't sell anything. I give it away."

Polly Hill will go some lengths to publicize her plants—even submit to an interview. She didn't like the idea. "I was brought up to believe, 'Fools' names and fools' faces. .' " She thought it over for a moment. "But I'll do it for the plants."

"I don't want to die and have all these things die here without anybody knowing about them."

Boston free-lancer Marty Carlock writes about nature, art, and education for the Boston Globe and other publications.

Sources

Arthur Steffen Sons, 1253 Fairport Road, Fairport, NY 14450, (716) 377-1665. Catalog $2. Clematis 'Gabrielle', C. 'Starfish'.

Carlson's Gardens, Box 305, South Salem, NY 10590, (914) 765-5958. $2 for two-year catalog subscription. Azaleas.


Wayside Gardens, Garden Lane, Hodges, SC 29605, (800) 845-1124. Catalog free. Rhododendron 'Joseph Hill', R. nakaharae 'Mt. Seven Star', Stewartia 'Ballet'.


The following two nurseries are wholesale only. Do not contact them directly. Rather, give their addresses to local nurseries if you want them to order Polly Hill plants for you.

Environmentalists, Cutchogue, NY 11935. Azaleas.

J. Frank Schmidt & Son Company, 9500 S.E. 327th Avenue, Box 189, Boring, OR 97009. Malus 'Louisa'.

Jujubes continued from page 27

Edible Landscaping, P.O. Box 77, Afton, VA 22920. Catalog free. 'Lang', 'Li', and local large-fruitering varieties.

Pacific Tree Farms, 4301 Lynwood Drive, Chula Vista, CA 91910. Catalog $2. 'Lang' and 'Li'.

Roger and Shirley Meyer, 16531 Mount Shelley Circle, Fountain Valley, CA 92708. Send self-addressed stamped envelope. 'Lang', 'Li', 'Silverhill', 'So', and about twenty other cultivars.
70 YEARS YOUNG AND OUR YOUTHFUL SPIRIT STILL SHINES ON

SINCE 1922 THE WORK OF THE AMERICAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY has been steadfastly supported by members like you. Your special gifts in support of our educational projects, member programs, and operations have contributed to our success these many years. We value and appreciate each contribution, large or small.

WE ENVISION OUR FUTURE AS BRIGHT WITH PROMISE. Never before in our country has the demand been greater for information and knowledge concerning horticulture and environmentally responsible gardening practices. Our timely programs in composting, garden design, and horticultural education are reaching more people than ever before. Our publications are being expanded to bring you more insightful news from the world of North American horticulture. And our year-round Horticultural Career Internship Program is among the best in the nation.

AHS WILL CELEBRATE ITS 70TH YEAR IN OCTOBER 1992, with a fun-filled and informative Annual Meeting in Washington, D.C. Watch for details, and plan to join us as we celebrate 70 years of horticultural excellence.

WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO CONTINUE TO SUPPORT AHS through your generous gift to this year's Annual Appeal. Checks should be made payable to “AHS '91-'92 Annual Appeal” and can be mailed in the postage-paid envelope bound into this magazine. You can support the work of AHS in the future through a planned gift or bequest. Please consult your financial advisor, or phone our Executive Office at (800) 777-7931.
**AFRICAN VIOLETS**


---

**THE AVANT GARDENER**

FOR THE GARDENER WHO WANTS MORE FROM GARDENING! Subscribe to THE AVANT GARDENER, the liveliest, most useful of all gardening publications. Every month this unique news service brings you the newest, most practical information on new plants, products, techniques, with sources, feature articles, special issues. 24th year. Awarded Garden Club of America and Massachusetts Horticultural Society medals. Curious? Sample copy $1. Serious? $12 full year (reg. $16). THE AVANT GARDENER, Box 489M, New York, NY 10028.

**AZALEAS AND RHODODENDRONS**

FOR GARDENERS WHO CARE WHAT GOES WHERE: Carlson's Catalog and Color Cue Cards help create year-round, low-maintenance Azalea and Rhododendron gardens worthy of any size estate. Two-year subscription: $3. CARLSON'S GARDENS, Box 305-AHC, South Salem, NY 10590. (914) 763-5938.

---

**BED AND BREAKFASTS**

Historic Fordhook Farm, home of pioneering seedsmen W. Atlee Burpee, is open as a Bed and Breakfast Inn. Reserve for Philadelphia Flower Show Week. THE INN AT FORDHOOK FARM, Bucks County, Pennsylvania. (215) 345-1766.

---

**BOOKS**

The American Horticultural Society Flower Finder—new from AHS! The most authoritative, comprehensive guide to selecting flowers with lasting beauty, maximum pest and disease resistance, and minimum maintenance requirements. This $40 volume is available to AHS members for just $35 postpaid. Additional copies are only $30 each (plus $2.50 postage per book). Virginia residents add 4½% sales tax. To order write AHS/Books, 7931 East Boulevard Drive, Alexandria, VA 22308-1300.


**THE HEALTHY INDOOR PLANT.** The why's and how's of successful indoor gardening, 300+ pages, illustrated, Guaranteed, $24.50 postpaid prepublication price through March 1, 1992. Thereafter, $29.50. ROSEWELL PUBLISHING, Department AH2, P.O. Box 2920, Columbus, OH 43216.

**BULBS**

Dutch bulbs for fall planting, 12CM Tulips, Daffodils, Hyacinths and Miscellaneous. Catalog Free. Paula Parker DBA, Mary Mattison van Schaik, IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS, P.O. Box 324FH, Caversend, VA 22443-1248. (802) 226-5756.

**CACTI AND SUCCULENTS**

FLOWERING JUNGLE CACTI catalog for 1991-92 including 4 page 1992 plant addendum now available. 190 color photos of Orchid Cacti (Epiphyllums), Hoya, Rattail Cacti, Xmas/Easter Cacti, Succulents, more! 77-page plant/cactus bookshop catalog, all only $2. Hurry! RAINBOW GARDENS, 1444 (AH) Taylor St., Vista, CA 92083.
CARNIVOROUS PLANTS
Carnivorous (Insectivorous) Plants, seeds, supplies, and books. Color brochure free. PETER PAULS NURSERIES, Canandaigua, NY 14424.

CHESTNUTS AND KAKI PERSIMMONS
Heavy-bearing Dunstan Chestnuts, new hardy Kaki Persimmons. CHESTNUT HILL NURSERIES, Rt. 1, Box 341AH, Alachua, FL 32615.

EXOTIC PLANTS
SPECIAL OFFER—Rare indoor palms: Hedyscepe cantanhercynia and Howera belmoreana. Both only $15.95 postpaid. Ready for 6" pots. Catalog of palms, cycads, cactus, succulents, bromeliads, much more! $2 (refundable with order). JOE'S, P.O. Box 1867, Dept. A, Vista, CA 92083-1867.


GARDEN FURNITURE

GARDENING
FREE CATALOG! 4,000 Horticultural items—Seeds, Plants, Trees, Supplies, Greenhouses, Organics, Beneficial Insects, MILLER'S, 3206 Range Rd., North Lima, OH 44422-9731.

GROUND COVERS
QUALITY GROUND COVERS AND PERENNIALS. Aegopodium, European Ginger, Ivies, Lamiums, Hardy Cactus, Plumbago, Sweet Woodruff, Sedums, Vincas. Over 100 varieties. GILSON GARDENS, INC., Dept H, P.O. Box 277, Perry, OH 44448.

HELP WANTED
DIRECTOR, The Rhododendron Species Foundation, near Seattle, Washington, U.S.A. is seeking a Director to plan, direct and coordinate development and maintenance of a 24-acre botanical garden in the Puget sound area specializing in species rhododendrons. The applicant should have at least a Bachelor's in a botanically related degree, 2-5 years of work experience which involved administrative experience in a botanical garden. Prefer experience with nonprofit, fund raising, annual budgets, personal computers and have excellent interpersonal skills. The Director will manage and promote selection and collection of species rhododendrons; supervise and direct staff personnel; assist the Treasurer of the Board in preparation of an annual budget and budget management; prepare and present grant proposals and actively seek funding for the Foundation. Salary will be commensurate with qualifications and experience; medical and dental benefits are provided. Housing is not included. Limited relocation expenses will be provided. Applications will be received until March 1, 1992 with a placement scheduled to be effective around April 1992. Please send cover letter and resume to Donald E. King, President, RHODODENDRON SPECIES FOUNDATION, P.O. Box 3798, Federal Way, WA 98061-3798 or Fax (206) 838-4686. EEO/AA.
NEW beauty, gorgeous new colors, exotic fragrance, and fascinating new interest are given to your garden by the addition of a Water Lily Pool. And, fortunately, every garden, large or small, provides ample room for a Water Lily Pool, or at least a simple sunken tub garden.

Marvelously beautiful effects can be achieved quickly and with little effort or expense. You can enjoy a Water Lily Pool this summer if you plan now.

NEW 1992 Catalog! A beautiful catalog filled with helpful information describes and illustrates in full color the largest collection of Water Lilies in America along with Aquatic Plants and Ornamental Fishes and Pool Accessories.

SEND $3.00 to:
William Tricker, Inc.
7125 Tanglewood Drive
Independence, Ohio 44131
(216) 524-3491

AHS PRESENTS “GREAT GARDENERS OF AMERICA” AT AMERIFLORA ’92

Want to learn more about daylilies? The revolution in vegetable gardening? New urban trees? Gardening in the shade? Gardening in the city? Join America’s gardening experts for the Great Gardeners of America lecture series to be held at AmeriFlora ’92 in Columbus, Ohio, beginning in April. Presented by the American Horticultural Society, in association with First Community Bank, the lecture series begins April 25 and continues every Saturday until October 1. AmeriFlora ’92, the official Quincentenary Celebration of Columbus’s voyage to the New World, is a showcase for American gardening. For ticket information contact: AmeriFlora ’92, 1995 East Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio 43203, (800) 837-1992.

“GREAT GARDENERS OF AMERICA” LECTURE SERIES SCHEDULE: APRIL TO MAY 1992

April 25: “American Gardens in Jeopardy. Opportunities for Optimism”
H. Marc Cathey, National Chairman for Florist and Nursery Crops Review with the Agricultural Research Service, Former Director of the U.S. National Arboretum
May 2: “The Luxuriance of Peony, Hosta, and Daylily Gardening”
Roy Kiehn, Owner of Kiehn Nursery in South Barrington, Illinois
May 9: “Gardening: The Great American Dream”
Carolyn Marsh Lindsay, Immediate Past President of AHS from Rochester, New York
May 16: “Gardening in All Five Senses”
Alan Lacy, Author and Garden Columnist from Linwood, New Jersey

May 23: “Gardening for the Design of It”
Sally Boasberg, Landscape Designer from Washington, D.C., and AHS Board Member
May 30: “Flower Arranging for Floral Artists”
Pauline Runkle, Floral Artist from Manchester-by-the-Sea, Massachusetts

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR—THE PITTSBURGH CIVIC GARDEN CENTER. Administrative/Fund Raising skills and degree in a horticulturally related field. Experience in all the above. Request details SEARCH, THE PITTSBURGH CIVIC GARDEN CENTER, 1039 Shady Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15232.

The American Horticultural Society is often asked to refer individuals for horticultural positions around the country. As a service to our members, both jobseekers and employers, we would be very glad to receive resumes and cover letters of individuals seeking job changes and employers seeking candidates. All responsibility for checking references and determining the appropriateness of both position and candidate rests with the individuals. Inquiries and informational materials should be sent to: Horticultural Employment, American Horticultural Society, 7931 East Boulevard Dr., Alexandria, VA 22308-1300.

HERBS
COLLECTOR’S PLANT LIST. Herbs—Ivies—Fuchsias—Odd and Rare Houseplants—Miniature and Scented Geraniums. 49th Anniversary Season! $2 to MERRY GARDENS, P.O. Box 595, Camden, ME 04843.
Gala Herb Weekend March 14-15, Water Lily Weekend April 5-7. Exhibits, discussions, slides, door prizes, and refreshments held in our warm greenhouses, rain or shine 9 a.m.-5 p.m. BITTERSWEET HILL NURSERIES, Rt. 424 and Governor’s Bridge Rd., Davidsonville, MD 21035, (410) 798-0231.

HOSTAS
CHOICE SELECTION—Catalog $2. SAVORY’S GARDENS, INC., Hosta Specialties, 5300 Whiting Ave., Edina, MN 55439. (612) 941-8755.

HOUSE PLANTS

INDOOR—OUTDOOR GARDENING SUPPLIES

NURSERY STOCK

ORCHIDS
FLORONE ORCHIDS Grow like crocuses, bloom like orchids! Large flowers, vibrant colors! Garden hardy in Zone 7! FREE LIST. RED’S RHODIES, 15920 S.W. Oberst, Sherwood, OR 97140.

PERENNIALS
Huge selection of quality perennials, natives, roses. Send $1 for full color catalog. MILAEGER’S GARDENS, Dept. AMH, 4838 Douglas Ave., Racine, WI 53402-2498.
Perpetual Perennials—$2,000+ hardy perennial varieties; starter sizes $1.00-$1.50; catalog $2 (credited). PERPETUAL PERENNIALS, 1111 Upper Valley Pike, Springfield, OH 45504.
NEW, INEXPENSIVE way to buy perennials. Specialists in growing and improving perennials guarantee you the finest plants ever offered—same as by professional nursemen. Send for free Bluestone Catalog lists more than 400 varieties, plus information on care and growing. BLUESTONE PERENNIALS, 7201 Middle Ridge, Madison, OH 44057.

PLANTS (UNUSUAL)
OVER 2,000 KINDS of choice and affordable plants. Outstanding ornamentals, American natives, perennials, rare conifers, pre-bonsai, wildlife plants, much more. Descriptive catalog, $3. FORESTFARM, 990 Tetherhasl, Williams, OR 97544.

Race & Exotic Tropicals for home and garden. Plant collector’s paradise. 84-page colorful catalog $5 or send SASE for list. SOUTHERN EXPOSURE, 35 Minor-AH, Beaumont, TX 77702-2414.

1,000+ SEED items: Perennials, Natives, Shrubs, etc., 100s at 25 cents each. $1 for complete list. SASE for order form. SEED SOURCE, Balsam Grove, NC 28708.

REAL ESTATE
ARBORETUM FOR SALE, near Baltimore, Md. 27 Acres of Public Garden, pond with 50’ fountain, converted barn for group use, paved access and parking, charming older home, unusual opportunity! Call Al Noblin, agent, O’CONOR, PIPER & FLYNN, REALTORS, (301) 876-1982.

ROSES
LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF ROSES to be found anywhere, at reasonable prices: HT, climbers, antiques, English Garden Roses, Rennie’s miniatures, Cocker’s introductions, etc. A superb collection. Orders shipped with our refrigerated truck to USA UPS depots for distribution, in most cases. Catalog $2. HORTICO INC., 723 Robson Rd., Waterdown, ON LOR2H1. (416) 689-6984 or 689-3002, Fax (416) 689-6566.

SEEDS
TALL FLOWERS FOR CUTTING GARDENS—A splendid collection of over 600 seed varieties: annuals, perennials, everlasting and grasses. Vast selection of individual colors and unusual varieties from Europe. Many old-fashioned favorites and antiques. Catalog $2. THE COUNTRY GARDEN, Box 3519, Oakland, CA 94609.

Owen Farms
TREES • SHRUBS • PERENNIALS

2951 Curve-Nankipoo Road
Route #3, Box #158-A
Ripley, Tennessee 38063-9420

Catalog $2.00

ATTENTION HOMEOWNERS!

Now! A professional-quality greenhouse...that’s affordable!

Expand your horizons in the ELITE Greenhouse — the only professional-style, real glass greenhouse designed and priced for homeowners!

• Plants grow faster under clear, horticultural-grade glass!
• Lifetime quality with rust and rot-proof aluminum and stainless-steel construction!
• Half the price of the competition, thanks to easy-to-assemble, interlocking design!
• Models up to 104 sq. ft. in size!

Call TODAY for Full Details about these classic, English-style glass greenhouses:

Toll-Free 1-800-366-1818
Dept. 3498

or Send NOW for FREE Information

or Send NOW for FREE Information

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ZIP

TROY-BILT Mfg. Co., Dept. A3498
102nd St. & 9th Ave., Troy, NY 12180

TROUBLED by weeds, unruly grass, and dry, uninteresting soil? Try a new, low-maintenance landscaping approach! Our new line of landscape products has the solution! Our products are designed to help you achieve a landscape that is both functional and attractive. Our line includes:

1. A soil conditioner and fertilizer designed to improve soil health and promote healthy plant growth.
2. A weed control product designed to prevent the growth of weeds and other undesirable plants.
3. A mulch product that adds color and texture to your landscape.

To learn more about our products and how they can help you achieve the landscape of your dreams, please contact us today! We look forward to helping you create the landscape of your dreams!
**Pronunciations**

- Anemone × hybridra: ah-neh-NEE-uhn-ee
- Aporocactus flagelliformis: ah-poh-ROE-dee-eye-fee-MER-iss
- Astrophytum: ah-straw-pee-TY-num
- Brugmansia × candida: broog-MAHN-sea-uhn
- Carpinus betulus: kar-PY-neh-uhn
- Cephalocereus senilis: see-FAL-con-sen-nil-iss
- Cleistocactus: klee-OH-kak-tus
- Discocactus: dis-koh-kak-tus
- Echinocereus pectinatus var. rubrispinus: eck-in-oh-kak-tus-ee-uhn-ee
- Echinopsis leucantha: ek-in-oh-NAY-tuh
- Epiphyllum: epi-FIL-uh-um
- Euphorbia: ee-up-FOH-bry-uhn
- Fagus grandifolia: FAH-gus
- Franklinia alatamaha: frank-LIN-ee-uhn
- Gymnocalycium friedrichii: jin-no-kuh-LIH-see-uhn
- Gymnophila paniculata: gy-mno-FIL-uh-land-luh
- Hosta: hos-TAH
- Ilex × altaclerensis: I-lex-ee
- Magnolia grandiflora: mag-NO-dee-fluh-ruh
- M. hypoleuca: M. high-poe-lue-kah
- Malus: MAHL-uss
- Mammillaria zeilmanniana: mahn-MILL-uh-ree
- Muscaria armeniacum: muz-KAY-rjuh-uh
- Narcissus: nar-SISS
- Neoporia: nee-oh-poe-REE-uhn
- Notocactus magnificus: noh-TOH-kak-tus-see
- Oreoceus hendriksenianus: oh-ree-OH-kas
- O. h. saksutilis: see-BOL-dee-uhn
- Parodia catamarcensis: par-DWAH-kat-uh-MAHR-see-uh
- Phlox: PLOH-klox
- P. pratensis: P. prat-uh-see-uhn
- Pediocactus: peh-dee-eye-kuhn
- Photinia villosa: foe-TEN-ee-uh
- Primula auricula: PRIM-uhl-ul-uh
- Primula malacoides: MAHL-uh-koy-DEEZ
- Pseudocleistocactus: soo-DEE-koh-kak-tus
- Rhododendron: RHOH-doh-DEEN-dron
- S. pseudocamellia: soo-DEE-koy-kuhn
- S. vulgaris: soo-DEE-vuh-yuh
- S. villosa: soo-DEE-vuh-yuh
- Turbinicarpus: too-ber-nee-karp-uh
- T. pseudomacrochele: too-SEE-doe-mahr-kroh-kuhn
- Ziziphus: ZIZ-i-fus

**Mammillaria zeilmanniana 'G. Thompson'**

- grandiflora: grand-eye-fluh-ruh
- hypoleuca: high-poe-lue-kah
- Malus: MAHL-uss
- Mammillaria longiflora: mahn-MILL-uh-lair-eye-kuhn
- muskarum: mus-kar-uhm
- Muscaria armeniacum: muz-KAY-rjuh-uh
- Narcissus: nar-SISS
- Neoporia: nee-oh-poe-REE-uhn
- Notocactus magnificus: noh-TOH-kak-tus-see
- Oreoceus hendriksenianus: oh-ree-OH-kas
- O. h. saksutilis: see-BOL-dee-uhn
- Parodia catamarcensis: par-DWAH-kat-uh-MAHR-see-uh
- Phlox: PLOH-klox
- P. pratensis: P. prat-uh-see-uhn
- Pediocactus: peh-dee-eye-kuhn
- Photinia villosa: foe-TEN-ee-uh
- Primula auricula: PRIM-uhl-ul-uh
- Primula malacoides: MAHL-uh-koy-DEEZ
- Pseudocleistocactus: soo-DEE-koh-kak-tus
- Rhododendron: RHOH-doh-DEEN-dron
- S. pseudocamellia: soo-DEE-koy-kuhn
- S. vulgaris: soo-DEE-vuh-yuh
- S. villosa: soo-DEE-vuh-yuh
- Turbinicarpus: too-ber-nee-karp-uh
- T. pseudomacrochele: too-SEE-doe-mahr-kroh-kuhn
- Ziziphus: ZIZ-i-fus
Spend time with some great gardeners.

English writer Rosemary Verey notes the influence of great gardeners on British and American gardens for her keynote address. "Victory Garden" co-host Jim Wilson leads the first day's program with introduction to several masters of the specialty garden. Garden expert Rosalind Creasy looks at the future on the second day with her presentation about children in the garden.

Colonial Williamsburg and the American Horticultural Society present the 46th Williamsburg Garden Symposium

April 5-8, 1992

Every great garden is created by a great gardener.

Great gardeners are the subject and the leaders of this year's symposium in Williamsburg, Va. A faculty of garden experts, presentations by visiting gardeners, demonstrations and master classes fill the program.

Garden Symposium registration includes six days of access to Colonial Williamsburg's exhibition buildings, craft shops, museums, and gardens; two receptions and a dinner; and a full schedule of tours, talks, demonstrations, clinics, and conversations.

Learn from garden masters. Harvest ideas to take your garden to greatness.

For full registration information, please mail the coupon to Garden Symposium, P.O. Box 1776, Williamsburg, VA, 23187-1776, or call (804) 220-7255.
Is your garden missing jewel-like flowers floating on a shimmering water surface and the darting brilliance of goldfish? Are you missing the melodic sounds of water spilling from a fountain, vessel or waterfall?

What you need in your garden is a water lily pool. A water lily pool is a garden whose plants like damp to very wet feet. Fish and frogs like to live there and butterflies will like your garden better than ever. A water garden is simply one of the most satisfying forms of gardening. If you haven't one, you are missing a great deal of satisfaction from your garden.

Let Lilypons and TETRA POND help you to get started today by ordering one of our durable TETRA POND 32 mil, flexible 2 ply PVC pool liners. So easy to install and maintain you will ask yourself why you waited so long to begin this adventure.

Choose from the seven sizes listed (sizes are approximate, for depth 1 1/2' to 2' in your own design):

- Lilypons water gardening catalogue subscription... $5
- 9' x 16' liner makes 9' x 12' pool................................. $189
- 13' x 20' liner makes 9' x 16' pool......................... $259
- 20' x 26' liner makes 16' x 22' pool....................... $479

Use your personal check or circle credit card: AE CB CH DC MC VS.

Card Number: Exp. Date ________
Name Address _______________________
City State Zip Phone ( )

Catalogue free with liner order. California (6%), Maryland (5%) and Texas (7%) residents please add sales tax.

Lilypons Water Gardens

Dept. 1156
P.O. Box 10
Buckeys, Maryland 21717-0010
(301) 374-5133 Washington Local 438-0686

Suite 1820
P.O. Box 1190
Thermal, California 92274-1130

Dept. 1156
P.O. Box 188
Brookshire, Texas 77423-0188
(713) 934-8525 Houston Local 391-0076